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perience and interpreting it. Stories tend to repeat themselves, mak

ing sense of new experience in light of the old. Oedipus, Sleeping 

Beauty, Ham let.. .to name three characters and fates.. .all underpin 

our psychic assumptions about life, love, death, ambition, destiny, 

psychology, gender, the individual, society, and the list goes on. 

Myth preceded epic preceded drama preceded the novel, each form 

reflecting changes in how humankind viewed itself. It is through 

finding new forms that we find new stories, which expand upon and 

change the old, thus ourselves.

Language, with its unusual plasticity, has been fertile ground for 

transformations. Myriad historical shifts in consciousness have 

found their way into how stories have been told and why. That’s how 

we got from Don Quixote to Gertrude Stein. W hat’s next? Certainly 

evolving consciousness about race and gender, war and peace, glo

balism, and our place in nature point to something new in both sub

ject matter and form, not to mention in the world. Global City Re

view was started to reflect and define how we think of ourselves now 

and what we will make of the future. In a real sense, we’re open to 

suggestions, essential or fascinating facts, passionate thinking, post

modern frames— all non-patriarchal perspectives are of interest.

The Sexual Politics issue, our first, includes poetry, fiction, essays, 

and an interview. The issue is an inquiry into the social and psycho

logical constructions of gender, with an emphasis on feminism, gay 

and lesbian lives and deaths, the new man, and other liberated iden

tities. But like all true inquiries, it’s multi-layered, contradictory 

and inconclusive, which is also a definition of art.. .or life.
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Inventory
by Jo a n  L a rkin

One who lifted his arms with joy, first time across the finish 
line at the New York marathon, six months later a skele
ton falling from threshold to threshold, shit streaming 
from his diaper,

one who walked with a stick, wore a wellcut suit to the 
opera, to poetry readings, to mass, who wrote the best 
long poem of his life at Roosevelt Hospital and read it on 
television,

one who went to 35 funerals in 12 months, 
one who said I ’m sick of all you A I D S  widows, 
one who lost both her sisters,
one who said I ’m not sure that what he and I do is safe, but we’re 

young, I don’t think we’ll get sick, 
one who dying said They came for me in their boat, they want me 

on it, and I told them Not tonight, I’m staying here with James, 
one who went to Mexico for laetrile, 
one who went to California for Compound Q, 
one who went to Germany for extract of Venus’s flytrap, 
one who went to France for humane treatment, 
one who chanted, holding hands in a circle, 
one who ate vegetables, who looked in a mirror and said / 

forgive you,
one who refused to see his mother, 
one who refused to speak to his brother,
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one who refused to let a priest enter his room, 
one who did the best paintings of his life and went home 

from his opening in a taxi with twenty kinds of flowers, 
one who moved to San Francisco and lived two more years, 
one who married his lover and died next day, 
one who said I ’m entirely filled with anger, 
one who said I don’t have A ID S , I have something else, 
one with night sweats, nausea, fever, who worked as a nurse, 
one who kept on studying to be a priest, 
one who kept on photographing famous women, 
one who kept on writing vicious reviews, 
one who kept going to AA meetings till he couldn’t walk, 
one whose son came just once to the hospital, 
one whose mother said This is God’s judgment, 
one whose father held him when he was frightened, 
one whose minister said Beth and her lover of twelve years were 

devoted as Ruth and Naomi,
one whose clothes were thrown in the street, beautiful shirts 

and ties a neighbor picked from the garbage and handed 
out at a party,

one who said This room is a fucking prison, 
one who said They’re so nice to me here, 
one who cut my hair and said My legs bother me, 
one who couldn’t stand, who said I like those earrings, 
one with a tube in his chest, who asked What are you eating? 
one who said How’s your writing? Are you moving to the moun

tains} who said I hope you get rich. 
one who said Death is transition,
one who was doing new work, entirely filled with anger, 
one who wanted to live till his birthday, and did.
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Grand Passion
by Peter Bricklebank

S W A L L O W S  W H A T  A S P I R I N S  H E  C A N  F I N D ,  S L U R P S  

hot tea with lemon, head still rattles and cracks. Last night 
his wife said her heart was made for another man. There’s no 
affair, she swears, no threat. The man lives in another 
country— where they speak the language she travels to an 
eight o’clock class four mornings a week to learn. But it’s a 
love of mind and soul, she was sorry to say, like nothing she’s 
ever had with anybody. So how can we go on? he thinks, rub
bing his forehead. Am I jealous? O f a guy named Matt? Ab
solutely. But if she really wants Mr. Charisma, he knows he 
can only encourage them.

“No, you wouldn’t,” she said last night, “Stop being so 
magnanimous.”

“I like to think I’d have to.”
“To feel righteous. You’d be miserable.”
“The love of a lifetime you called it: who couldn’t be happy 

for someone finding that?”
“The someone living with one of those people.”
“All right then, I wouldn’t wish you well. I ’d kill him for 

turning up on my doorstep.”
“Don’t kill him, you’d like him.”
“Only if I didn’t see him. If you said, ‘This bag’s packed, 

I ’m running off,’ I would be miserable, but I’d walk you
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down to your cab and hope he’d be as good as you thought. If 
he’s better than I ’ve been, why not?”

“But you shouldn’t. I’d like that you’d come with me. I ’d 
probably have to borrow carfare, the state my finances are in. 
But I wouldn’t want to leave any man who could be so 
courageous.”

“Numbed and resigned.”
“But brave in your way, goodhearted. If you encouraged 

me, though, I might feel it was all right to go.”
“So you’d go.”
He massages his temples. What would he do if this “rival” 

strayed on his “territory” ? Cheer. No, smile, offer to shake, 
crunch the guy’s handbones, snap his arm off, stuffhim down 
the garbage dispenser. Fold him in eighths and pack him in 
the freezer. So he’s big?— take the pie shells out. No. Prob
ably analyze everything to death with Renata, develop a 
headache. Be up early some day like this, swallowing horse 
pills with juice that won’t be cold because nothing freezes in 
their refrigerator anymore. Door doesn’t close properly. 
Landlords will have replaced it with something equally 
decrepit by then. A new fridge means extra on the rent, 
which they can’t afford, should fight, but neither is willing to
as once they would__Slicing board’s unwiped again, veggie
oddments dried hard, some dotting the floor. He cooked; 
their arrangement is she should have cleaned. “Go,” he ought 
to say, “all I offer is maid service? Then Mattock’s the better 
bet.” Greasy plates left on the counters. Here you go roaches: 
peace offering! We’re really sorry we cleaned behind the stove 
years ago, sprayed bug killer on you, stamped on your child
ren, twisted on the hot faucet full blast while you were in the

(4)
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sink. Won’t happen again. Don’t worry, she’s no longer apol
ogizing for her sloppy single’s habits, shrieking I shouldn’t 
let you touch skin, insisting I wear rubber gloves. The joint 
commitment and mutual caring that cleaning shows— it’s 
over. I ’m weary, she’s disinterested. From now on the place is 
going to be filthy; you’ll love it. You’re symbols of improve
ment we’ll never make, so come back. We know we’re miser
able, but we won’t believe it until we see you guys on our
drainboard__  He must be ill. Has nausea. But from her
using saucers for ashtrays. Which stink. He slides a couple 
into a sink of murky water and thinks: when we first got to
gether and I said I didn’t like kissing ash, she gave it up. Now 
she lights up blatantly, doesn’t even open a window or stub 
them and hide the tabs outside on the ledge as she at least did 
for a while, as if she no longer cares for your feelings, or wants 
to be the marijuana— toking free spirit that she thought she
was when she met you.. .on the rebound from Matt__

No wonder he constantly worries, sleeps badly, thinks he’s 
having a mental breakdown and his very first thought of the 
day yesterday morning was: I have to kill myself. He almost 
heard it, it was so clear. It depressed him, but getting on pas
sably with his wife, he lightened up, but not before she felt 
glum at his initial despair, assuming it was something she’d 
caused; so that by evening they were in bed staring at the 
hanging plant’s silhouette on the wall and having the serious 
talk neither wanted. It started with her saying, “I have to kill 
myself now.” They’ve both joked about that. Dispirited at 
having to go to work, one of them moans, “I should kill my
self, but I can’t, else I’ll be late.” Renata, unable to find a 
thing to wear that suits her indescribable mood, almost sing
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song: “Too bad I have to kill myself now.” One striding into 
a room where the other eats or reads, blithely announcing, 
“Don’t mind me, but I have to slaughter myself any minute,” 
the other mumbling “Uh-huh,” or “Go for it,” or “Please 
keep the death rattle low, I’m concentrating,” or “Do me too, 
I ’ll only want to do it later.” Never anybody serious. Some
times he feigns maniacally sawing the breadknife at his neck, 
or twists the phone cord around his throat and pretends to 
yank until his tongue protrudes, gasping “Don’t try to stop 
me, Babe!” Renata laughs, tries to unwind the cord. “Why 
do you have to kill yourself,” he asked last night. He thought, 
hey lady, you finagled a month off from your job to gambol in 
Europe, got put up by friends of friends, who just happened 
to live next door to fabulous castles, cobbled courtyards, 
medieval clocks, plus you saw an old flame. What’s your 
complaint?

Forget it. He feels queasy. Sits on the floor with his tea, 
draws his knees up, bends his throbbing head between them. 
Rolls the hot mug across his forehead, back and forth, rests it 
on each eye. Empty aspirin bottle’s under the table, left out 
permanently these days; there’d be some if she didn’t gobble 
them, but forget it. Inhales lemon, irons forehead, then roasts 
the eyeballs again: forgets everything but last night. “You 
have to talk,” she said. “It’s not fair.” She’d say something 
revelatory as far as she was concerned, dumb, obvious, 
patently untrue or unworthy of comment to him, and he’d 
shift his weight, careful not to brush body parts, breathe 
heavily, try to frame a reply. “Too late, I ’m asleep,” she said. 
Too painful, too stupid. Clammed up then, blocked it out 
now. Can’t remember the chronology or content. Only the

G L O B A L  C I T Y  R E V I E W
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words that hurt. Why remember, he thinks, reading the 
overdose warning on the aspirin label, what do I want, 
more pain?

“I don’t know why you love me at all,” she said at some 
point. He examined the ceiling, the sheets, the night table, 
gave a long sigh staring into space, then tried: “You refuse to 
accept what’s given you in life. You shake me up, which I hate 
admitting, but I probably need.”

“You hate me.”
“You drive me to distraction and I don’t hate you, but my 

personality finds your personality hard to live with some
times.”

“Matt appreciates my soul. He’s perfect for me.”
“I’m sure the grass he floats above is greener too. But I re

call dissatisfaction with his correspondence.”
She wrote Mr. Matturity for years, but after a while real

ized the delay in reply wasn’t the international postal system. 
Still, she’s felt compelled to emote in his direction, he thinks, 
my woman, not wishing to think that with too much of a 
bourgeois sense of possessiveness, but finding it unavoidable. 
On her work trips, she sent letters, cards, how lonely the 
hotels were evenings, reading alone and longing to be home 
with him, her husband, making love, she wrote, in their own 
quiet way. At the time it made him sure of her need of him, 
but now he thinks: what quiet way? Sounds dull, uninspired, 
lackluster. When they first met, she said he was the best lover 
she’d ever had. She liked that he was gentle, giving, always 
enthusiastic— but was he too much? Lover, best, that’s what 
he wanted. Didn’t want lines though, wanted truth. Now he 
wonders did he get it, does anyone, and how would they

(7)
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know? Those postcard evenings when she wrote him, did she 
also write her friend abroad? Did she long to make love to 
him too? In what way? Their own quiet way? Was that like 
his? Was it a noisy way? Dare he think about that? No, but he 
does. Did they do the position she’s said he taught her that 
she loves and calls ’Side,’ where he wraps his thighs around 
one of hers, slides along, and enters her from that angle, her 
other leg folded over his chest? If she made love with door- 
Matt this vacation would she have done Side with him? 
Would he have known it? I f  not, would she have shown him? 
Would he do it better? How? No, he didn’t need to know.

He reassures himself with something she said last night, 
that unlike a couple of her girlfriends, she never fantasized 
about making love to someone else when in bed with him.

“They said that?” he said.
“Sick, isn’t it?”
“Who do they fantasize about?”
“I don’t know. A cute hunk they sat next to on the train, an 

unattainable cheesecake at work. Not their husbands. I just 
want you to know that whenever we’ve made love I’ve not 
been lusting for someone else. Not Matt or anybody.”

“I didn’t say Matt.”
Asked if he had ever, he “wasn’t sure.” He lusted after 

others, he said, but hadn’t overlaid another’s contours onto 
her body, admitting to himself he’d conjured up a buttock or 
breast, admired during the day, when initiating lovemaking 
on evenings when the prospect was more release than pas
sion. But wasn’t that different? She was the one mooning over 
lost love, he thought, when she has me, a responsible, com
panionable man who cares for her— tight-assed occasionally,

( 8)
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she’s said, and complained to her girlfriends about, and 
they’ve sympathized, okay, but even then I wasn’t declared a 
beyond-hope macho grinch; I was never as bad as their 
husbands— though when these women agreed on something 
diabolical that applied to all males, including him, she never 
would tell him what it was. Even so, when these friends told 
her Mattress is nothing but trouble, that he’s her fantasy, and 
her workmates and sister have said this too, she’s ignored 
them. For her it’s the Grand Passion of a lifetime— all the 
more poignant unrequited and misunderstood.

She’s screamed, several times, “These people cling to nar
row lives and pot-bellied men and don’t have the guts to risk 
anything!” That’s why he likes her sometimes. Takes no guff. 
Knows herself. Mind distinctly her own. She risks. Risked 
admitting another man her soul mate. Wishes he could have 
reacted better. More generously instead of seeming very far 
away suddenly, lying still and quiet until she began to doubt 
herself and apologize for being fool enough to say anything. 
But he did tell her she should. “It’s not as if it’s a shock. He’s 
called on occasion over the years, I ’ve answered, ‘Oh, Matt, 
hi, she’s not in, can I take a message?’ I’ve said that. Long dis
tance, I felt I should. I ’m the fool. I should have invited him 
to share a bottle with me, a broken one over his cracked skull. 
And if he declined said, ‘Then I won’t tell her you called and 
don’t expect you will again.’”

“He wouldn’t have come.”
“Then that’s what I should have said. Or to you: ‘Him or 

me: choose.’ But I couldn’t bring myself to think that way. 
Besides not always being decided myself that I wanted you to 
choose me.”

191
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She’s shown him pictures. Guys nowhere near as good- 
looking as he feels himself, not with that receding hair. It’s 
almost a tonsure. Argyle sweater vests, shirts with armpit 
sweat rings, chinos— no style— didn’t look smart enough to 
make his own breaks, but did, stringer, foreign correspon
dent, now gets bylines, sounds romantic, exciting, no slob 
job, superficially anyway, lots of schlepping and bullshit no 
doubt, you have to question the ethics these days, guy’s not 
Hemingway. But might as well have been for Renata, for 
years in wistful moods sneaking looks at his picture? conjur
ing up his image... ?

“It’s not fair to live with you when I love him the way I do,” 
she said. He thought, ‘fair,’ who cares ‘fair’? Can I live with it, 
should I, could anybody? Is this what everybody else does? 
“I ’m messy, always at you for not getting your career to
gether; he’s the right person for me. We have the same reac
tions to world events; he’ll talk about politics, and you never 
will. He’s always traveling, so doesn’t care about a neat house. 
He doesn’t want the orderly life you want.”

“Sounds like a find.” So take him, he thought, I ’m leaving. 
I am? Sure, she’s inconsiderate, careless, burdensome, weary
ing. But I ’ve experienced things I never would without 
her— traveled places I always wanted to see but never had, 
before I had her to speak the language and phone around for 
airline deals. Ate Russian caviar on potatoes, served on silver 
salvers by waiters in black tails at the swank marriage of one 
of her friends, have had several glimpses of the high life in 
penthouses I never would have got any closer to than the 
doormen. These are important? Made him appreciate music 
that didn’t feature guitar solos; use floss and brush his tongue
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and discuss health insurance; not spend his money as parsi
moniously as once he had; think about what was going on in 
the world when he felt too assailed to do it. Says to himself, 
forget those. You just grew up a little together. She made you 
allow yourself not to act the ways your background said you 
must— like not expecting dinner to spring piping and aro
matic from her head. Fine, but she’s an organism evolved 
beyond making meals sometimes? She’s demanding, im
practical, disorganized, selfish. Leave, fool. So what she’s 
humanized you?

“Oh, I ’m a stupid fool,” she said. “Now you’re not speak
ing, nothing can be discussed, you’re going to leave me be
cause I said too much. I think it’s warped I can’t see someone 
I love because I ’m married to someone else. It’s sick you can’t 
have desire for more than one person. You’re going to leave 
me, aren’t you?”

“Not . . he sighed, “ .. .necessarily.”
“What were you thinking?”
“I wasn’t. The steam coming off my head is just excess 

pain.”
“I hate it when you claim not to think.”
“All right then, that traveling alone, you being you, out

going, brash, so quickly lonely without me around, on the 
same continent, you’d be near enough, I know you, you’d 
have to visit him. I didn’t figure a hotel; I imagined you’d 
stay at his place. But wherever, it hurt, pretty much knowing 
that, rerunning it through my head all the time you were 
away, it’s hurting now, but it’s not what you said, though that 
confirms things— more actually hearing your voice tell me. 
Plus I feel I’m somehow obliged to act decisively, whatever
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that might be in this scenario.”
“We didn’t do anything. He had a herpes attack. It was 

probably guilt.” He covered his face with his hands and tried 
to stop breathing. “Don’t leave me, Henneke,” she said. Pic
tures himself tracing the lines in his forehead with his finger
tips, eyes tight. “I knew I shouldn’t tell you,” she said. He 
remembers all her women friends have told her no: affairs, old 
lovers, anything that might arouse jealousy, “Don’t tell him,” 
they’ve said, every one of them, married, mostly with kids, 
heads probably shaking, “Never tell him,” past trysts, reruns 
of young dreams, “Uh-uh, they can’t understand, it’s better 
unsaid,” and she’s reported the conversations. “I voiced what I 
feel,” she said last night. “I wanted to make things better in 
our relationship, and that’s why I told you and made things 
worse. Just don’t leave me, Jere, that’s all I ask.”

What to do but stare? At building edges. A lone lit window 
against an indigo sky. Tree, wall, closer to home. Hanging 
plant that needs attention, maybe replacing with curtains to 
block everything out. Nothing to admit to thinking when she 
pressed him, just head pain, lots of anguish. Couldn’t convey 
it was an anxiety rush from the argument, their marriage, his 
whole life, every relationship that ever failed him, the eter
nally wretched future out there in the night— if he couldn’t 
persuade himself to kill himself first, which he doubted—  
plus he was so paralyzed his mouth had gone too dry to speak. 
She read this as his imminent departure and pressed the one 
thing he prayed to avoid: further debate.

And now today a headache. A show-stopper. Every move
ment of his neck hurts, base of the skull, top of the spine, a 
sharp stiffness when he rolls it. Nose is blocked; head’s split.
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He’s wondering how anyone gets through a day when their 
first conscious thought was to off themself, when the phone 
rings. Scrambles up from the floor— got up early expressly to 
be alone with his thoughts for an hour, doesn’t want her dis
turbed, stumbling in asking how he feels— there’s a choice 
between lousy and something else?— eliciting whether he’s 
depressed, which might start everything up again— and runs 
to get it.

He’s sick of the phone. Last night, mid-debate, a don’t-tell- 
him friend called, one who advised both “Get therapy” a while 
back, a friend who’s been theruped enough to sense discord 
and the weariness in his voice that he left there to discourage 
her and quickly backed off the phone. Went back to bed, they 
rapped a little more, ring-ring again: a work friend of hers; he 
carried the phone into the bedroom, set the receiver on the 
floor, tossed the mouthpiece onto the sheets, “Ik-Joong,” he 
said, and walked into the living room, assuming she’d dis
patch this one as swiftly as he’d dealt with the first call. But 
they talked on and on; he heard laughing— Ik-Joong’s an off
beat guy, okay, but mirth amidst their soul-searching? He 
squatted, set his nose to the half-inch of open window, chin on 
the sill, decided stay here until she finishes, breathe deeply, 
clear your head, squatted until he couldn’t glare at the 
streetlight anymore, until his calves ached and he had to move 
and when he did a knee locked and he hopped it smack into 
furniture. When he realized his fury was directed at himself 
for yearning after the impossible: for her to act like him.

Should have unplugged the phone but didn’t; early this 
morning: her father: “Did I get you out of bed?,” almost 
pleased, but today Jerry could say no, he was up. Chatted,
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dragged the phone into the bedroom, in the kitchen held his 
head in his hands hoping she’d stay in bed afterwards— it was 
still early— and fall back asleep. Receiver clicked on the 
cradle, no groans or stumbling after: she did. He snuck the 
phone out in case it rang again, and now, some headache and 
despair later, it has: Alisa, calling collect from overseas. Trails 
the cord back into the bedroom— “Sister”— leaves them 
prattling, retreats. Knows dawn consolation is not to be his 
now; Renata’s sure to crawl out after hearing of Alisa’s men 
and career troubles. He drips some coffee to busy himself, the 
aroma sometimes clears his sinuses. When she scuffs in, he 
sets a mug in front of her to diffuse the tension. What ex
change can they possibly have today— ‘Sleep well, dear?’

“So what’s Sister got to say for herself? ” he asks and gets 
the story. Alisa, living abroad with a foreign national, will 
have to leave that country in two weeks, otherwise authori
ties will deport her. Her visa will no longer be extended. 
Joachim, the man she’s living with, a man she likes, maybe 
loves, wants to stay with, announced yesterday he no longer 
wishes to marry her. Which was the alternative they’d talked 
about to her being thrown out of the country and their rela
tionship ended. They’re both members of a group of unaffil
iated intellectuals who issue a journal— economics, political 
science— that keeps them on the fringes of legitimacy while 
they apply for tenured jobs. But at the last meeting, it came 
out someone had been spreading sexual gossip behind Alisa’s 
back and maligning her research. Schisms have broken out, 
no one’s apologized, and Joachim hasn’t taken a stand for her 
except to call a meeting, yesterday rescheduled. “Which A 1 
took as another shunning,” Renata says, “and got no doubt so
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hysterical her beau said she was too intense and forget the 
altar. Hence I get a collect call.”

“Intense” ? There’s a connection in his head he can’t figure 
out. “She doesn’t know what a jewel he is,” Renata’s saying, 
“He’s stable, smart, cynical, and does his own laundry. She’s 
insightful when it comes to my loves, as she reads it, my infat
uation. But she finds someone who might sort her life out, she 
shakes to pieces.” Renata had stopped off at her sister’s on her 
European travels, where Jerry, needing to hear her voice, had 
placed a long distance call one dawn— but too late; she’d al
ready left for the boat train Alisa had said, on to both-knew- 
where and a liaison with both-knew-who-but-weren’t- 
saying. So they discussed Renata. “Before you she was a 
wreck. Wine, dope, crying. Fat phone bills. She didn’t know 
what to do, apart from flinging herself at this Matt. She 
thinks he’s politically great because he traded punches with a 
financial analyst the night they met. He has women in 
several countries but she says he only loves her: it’s a fantasy. 
Just because I ’ve never met him, she thinks I can’t see he 
doesn’t want her.”

“I think she believes he’s a nine-point-five on the Richter 
Scale in bed.”

“That’s how she wants to remember it. When you hap
pened on the scene— this is straight from the horse— you 
were the greatest thing since sliced bread was enriched.”

Now, this morning, Alisa’s own lover is pressing down the 
toaster too hard, forgetting to regulate it, having to scrape 
the bread or eat it black like I’m doing, he thinks, asking 
Alisa to leave, because the place he rents was his first, the op
posite for me: this was initially Renata’s apartment, I ’d be the
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one to go. Doesn’t make the scraped toast go down better, 
and he almost chokes when he suddenly imagines her, years 
back, at a restaurant table with Matt. She’s smoking, listen
ing to Matt talk about the woman he lives with, drinking 
wine, impetuously blurting, “Why won’t you live with me?” 
Matt’s answer is slicing his hand through the candle flame 
once, twice, then: “You’re too intense, Renata. I don’t have 
that staying power.” That’s what she described early in their 
marriage, that’s what she said she did, actual words, “I 
begged him to live with me, beggedVim!' A  woman, anyone, 
pleads like that across a table, it’s intense, it’s grand passion. 
It’s hard to handle. Intensity is something of a family trait, 
Jerry thinks, chewing his toast; Father apoplectic at an un
shut screen door, the unrinsed sink, the unexamined life. 
Mother was apparently fervid too, had to be, fighting him. 
Sister’s highly strung. Moving in on an ingrained bachelor 
with new pillowcases— must have taken Joachim by storm 
to find curtains in his life__

He has a topic for conversation. He wants to know the 
little infelicities of Matt. She tightens her bathrobe, asks 
why, and he says he just does, “Tell me something, any
thing.”

“He had a particularly affected way of holding a wineglass 
I couldn’t stand.”

“What else?”
“He’s not good-looking; he’s like me; he lies; he doesn’t 

want me.
“He lies? In what ways?”
“About small things. It’s always obvious and I don’t know 

why he does it.”
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“Do I detect a trace of admiration?”
“No. Why would I like him lying about where he went to 

school?”
“How would you know that?”
“On separate occasions he told me two different names. I 

know he lies to the woman he lives with: he had to to see 
m e.. .1 don’t want to talk about him.”

Drinks his warm juice, groans with head pain: let her 
think he’s bristling over Matt. But when she begs, “Don’t 
leave me, Henneke. Please don’t, I know you will,” he’s 
shocked. He can’t leave because of an affair he’s just as capable 
of having. The thorn is this guy represents so much to her. He 
can’t hold a candle or a wineglass to Jerry, he lies, and she 
loves him absolutely; here’s Jerry, by her own definition a 
kind, intelligent man, and he’s not enough. Enough to what? 
mitigate the pain of living? Who can expect that? No 
wonder I’ve a headache, he thinks. He sips more juice, tries to 
hold the glass in an irritatingly affected way. She asks how 
many aspirin he took. “One crumbled one that we’d had so 
long it was disintegrating. Unnumbered kiddie ones.”

“How many?”
“The prescribed amount.”
“Take four more. If it hurts, why suffer?”
“I’m trying to avoid chemicals my body didn’t make 

itself.”
“I can’t understand that kind of rigidity. Numb the pain.” 
“That’s me, Mr. Inflexible. Mr. Unreasonable. I ’ll never get 

to be Mr. Liar-Pants-on-Fire but I’ll always be Mr. Goody- 
Fuck-up!”

But as he’s saying this, he realizes she really must feel a
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grand passion for Matt. To arrange a month off from work, 
traipse around Europe until her credit card’s useless, in 
winter, by herself. Risk her relationship with her husband. It 
took guts. He should have done it. So she met an ex who she 
did or didn’t sleep with. He’d like to think human beings are 
infinitely more complicated than fidelity can encompass, but 
the problem remains: what if Matt someday offers her a plane 
ticket to fly to him, as he did, she told him in another un
guarded moment now regretted, three weeks after they were 
married? That’s when, last night, he went stiff and cold, his 
words became calculated, staccato, vague, his voice hard, his 
penis soft. Three weeks. “Why didn’t you go?” he asked.

“Because I ’d already found someone else.” Which makes 
him feel guilty now. Maybe that was her big shot at happi
ness. “I felt he didn’t really care for me, he had affection for 
me, but wouldn’t be as loving and sustaining as I thought 
you were going to be. Which is true.” But if he arrived to
morrow, in a few years, would she go? Jaded as anyone in a 
relationship is, trapped by life, it would seem an out. She’d 
want to try it, he thinks, and you couldn’t with conviction 
stop her. Physically hit her, verbally abuse her, walk out so’s 
not to be walked out on first, maybe, be hurt, angry, vow to 
treat women badly thereafter, you’re capable of all those, 
but you believe in something like grand passion your
self— There’s a tear on his cheek. Tells himself men can cry, 
go ahead, you know she’s right, you’d have to encourage her, 
‘Go, it’s the right thing, don’t worry about me,’ on the stair
way outside the apartment, she a few steps down, a cab 
honking, small bag in her hand, telling her you won’t come, 
she saying it’d be better, though why don’t you?, and you
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both descending those stairs faster than you’d like, and you 
thinking yes, go, it is, it’s the right thing.

“Are you all right?” she’s saying. “Baby, you’re crying into 
your juice.” Looks up, tries a smile— Keep going, all you can 
ever do in this life— nods, shakes, weeps; she cradles his head 
to her body. Nightgown smells good: female, familiar. “I ’m 
okay,” he says, “go run your bath.” When she’s sure he means 
it and goes, he splashes water on his face at the faucet. He’s 
dripping dry when he realizes the worst, Matt walking into 
her life, has already happened, once, some years ago.

He’d been on assignment in the city, called her; she’d 
secretly met him, another lunch. Afterwards, she’d spoken 
with friends who at that time— themselves not so long 
married— had said, “Tell Jerry, you’ve got to tell him because 
if he finds out he’ll think the worst.” Told him. Apologized 
for not seeking his sanction before she went. Assured him 
nothing had happened except dining, reminiscence, and the 
taking of the pictures of Matt she showed him. Matt unpre
possessing: old coot’s vest, cheap tweed, mattoid. There’d 
been no situation to handle. Back then Jerry had his own old 
flame, many states away. They’d once been lovers on and off, 
never lived together, though they always thought they 
would, but for a while even after Renata came along were still 
connected by seasonal letters and mutual fantasy. She’d writ
ten him once of someday buying a country house with a 
crackling log fire they would drink mulled wine in front of, 
after making and before making more love. An image he still 
cherishes, though she’s vanished now. The letter initiated a 
tryst, but a weekend of bars and walks couldn’t disguise their 
growing apart, beyond what either could believe was their
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grand passion. Anybody would have gone, Jerry thought, 
and thinks it again now, they would have to.

Phone rings in the bedroom. Rushing bathwater noise 
swells as a door opens, then recedes. She’s got it. “You’re kid
ding!” A scream, and she’s maneuvering the cord through the 
hallway mess into the kitchen. He mouths Who is it? She 
muffles the phone in her robe. “Al. Her man stumbled to 
breakfast today talking of marriage possibilities.”

“I take it she’s happy.”
“Things are hopeful at this stage of negotiations.”
“Good,” he says, thinking things always are when people 

see their grand passion may forever elude them and salvage 
some passion, grand or no, from this rough life at all. But 
such a Deep Thought, he really must be ill. Or his head must 
be clearing.
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Onanism
by Debra Weinstein

She was for masturbation, 
for getting to know yourself, 
sexually. She caressed 
her leg as she spoke. She sensed

unresolved conflict, Oedipal 
strivings. Her own daughter, 
she said, would walk 
naked in her bra, try to take 
her place in bed. This was nothing

to cry about. Every girl 
wanted what mother had, wanted 
her mother. She had my parents 
in analysis and group. I would hear

her muffled name 
through their door, as I lay 
in bed, making 
the first tentative gestures 
toward myself, touching 
thighs, hair. A woman
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might do this with waxed
fruit, the back
of a hairbrush, a long
silver object borrowed
from a husband. One inserted the walking
stick; spilled

herself, fucked its antique 
head, fucked 
the monogrammed head 
of the father. Left to her own

devices, one straddled 
a vacuum cleaner, enticed 
a puppy, led
the warm animal tongue 
to her lap. Long ago 
I imagined myself 
conceived in masturbation.
My father handing 
the great white seed 
to my mother, who took it 
on her fingertip, 
and placed it delicately 
inside her body.
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Sexual Beggars
by Adrienne Leban

“ B E G G A R S  C A N ’ T  BE C H O O S E R S . ” * W H O  S AI D  T H A T ?  

Was it Louis xiv? Or was it John D. Rockefeller who coined 
that phrase? Maybe it was one of the Popes. Doesn’t matter; 
Reagan or Bush could have, as it surely is the coin of their 
realm. Beggars Can’t Be Choosers— BCBC, the motto of the 
GOP. For, for what else does the Grand Ole Party stand? 
Morality? After that Hatefest in Houston, a.k.a. the 1992 
Republican National Convention we know that the Moral 
Majority, the Christian Coalition, and the multitudes of 
other organized haters, buy big-time into this nasty verity of 
anti-democracy. Why else would they attend the Party of 
Avarice and Greed, if not to undermine the essence of 
democracy— which is Choke.

Troublesome bugger, that Choice. Give it to people and 
they start thinking. And the worst part of that is that some of 
them start thinking about buggering. And then they start 
actually buggering. Even the women. Once they’re let out of 
the house they get ideas about freedom. O f course, the GOP, 

and the MM and the CC know that freedom is one slippery 
slope. Sliding right down to Hell on that infamous road 
paved with the good intentions of democracy go the Un
saved: the secular humanists, the liberals (vile freedom- 
lovers). A road paved with those infernal choices, all of which 
surely lead to the sin city of Sex.
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Is it fear of sex that has launched the legislative assaults 
against male and female homosexuals from coast to coast? 
Hundreds of thousands of the frightened faithful have in
itiated bills, ballot measures, and referenda from Maine to 
California to beat the faggots and dykes if  not back into their 
closets then into the nation’s jails. Are these legislation-lust
ing righteous right-wingers God-fearing or sex-fearing? Are 
they using God as a front for their dread of id?

Somebody should ask them: Why exactly is the Religious 
Right against homosexuality? It cannot be that the Christian 
coalitions have risen up just to defend their interpretations 
that the Bible says homosexuality is sinful. The Bible also 
forbids greed and hate and killing; but there is no Christian 
Coalition For National Income Redistribution, or Eagle 
Forum for Racial Harmony, or Moral Majority For Gun 
Control.

Is it the sex that homosexuals do the thing which so dis
turbs the holy homophobes, or do they do some of the same 
sex acts themselves? Like, is sodomy— which includes any 
sort of oral-genital contact— with one’s husband or wife okay? 
Do those homophobic hypocrite Christians (bypocritians!) and 
their secular heterosexist sympathizers, never have oral sex; or 
are we to believe that only homos do such criminal acts? Per
haps the Oregon Citizens Alliance (sponsors of the infamous 
and, for now, unsuccessful state ballot measure “Proposition 
Nine” that declared homosexuality “abnormal, wrong, un
natural.. .and perverse”) and their interstate brethren will 
push for laws prohibiting all sex which is not directly pur
suant of procreation. (We can use the money we’ll save on fed
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erally-funded family planning clinics to build more prisons 
and hire some sex police.)

Of course, reason dictates that sex for sex rather than for pro
creation cannot be deemed “unnatural” between same sex 
partners any more than it can be between “opposite” sex part
ners since no zygote need apply. If the homohaters’ reason for 
believing that homosexuality is “unnatural” is that it cannot 
reproduce the species, then their own practices of sex for sex 
must be “unnatural,” too. For sex becomes “unnatural” as soon 
as any man-made product, like a condom or a pill, gets into 
the act. Further, can non-procreational sex be considered “ab
normal” when so many people do it as to constitute a norm?

If it’s not the sex itself, then what is it that drives these 
crusaders crazy with such hate that they will deny lesbians 
and gay men employment and housing, and in some places, 
demand the death penalty for them? Perhaps the homo- 
phobist panic attack is a reaction to the Disintegration of the 
American Family with which homosexuality is somehow 
associated— often as both its cause and effect. I f  so, why is the 
Nuclear Family so sacrosanct to the Christians in the first 
place? That mini-nation-state— that xenophobic, exclusion
ary little unit which establishes boundaries, territorial para
noia, and the most unChristian us-and-them-ism— is the 
mainstay of patriarchy, but is not required in scripture, as is, 
say, the instruction to love thy neighbor.

Nevertheless, if the homohaters’ motive is to protect The 
Nuclear Family, they should be campaigning to statutorily 
outlaw all sex outside of marriage. Legislating against ho
mosexuality won’t stop the disintegration of The Family; 
that is, unless the homophobes believe that permitted the
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choice, people will defect in droves into the arms of same sex 
lovers, thus depleting the available stock for traditional 
family-making.

If it’s not really the sex, or the Bible, or Nature, or the 
Family, what is it? I f  homosexuals are “sick,” then it’s even 
sicker for those who are “healthy” to hate and penalize 
them— not to mention radically unChristian. I f  homosex
uality is biologically determined, as some medical re
searchers are trying to prove, legal sanctions will be useless, 
cruel and unusual punishment.

But such research is presently not only flimsy and scien
tifically flawed, its intent is inherently anti-democratic. 
After all, why shouldn’t human beings have choices about their 
sexual behavior? If Americans want America to be the world’s 
beacon of individual freedom, then this is where they have to 
focus. Sexual choice is the front line in the battle for in
dividual freedom, although much more than sex is at stake. 
For, the repression of sexuality in its myriad forms and unex
plored dimensions, exacerbates (if not ensures) the deadly 
self-alienation that enables human beings to work at soulless 
jobs, to pollute their own physical life support systems, and 
to treat Others with the same disrespect and contempt they 
hold unknowingly for themselves.

The “pro-choice” demand must now explicitly include 
sexual freedom as well as reproductive freedom. Men’s and 
women’s “right to choose” must extend to homosexuality be
cause homosexuality lets sex all the way out of the closet. It 
treats sex as something other than a grubby necessity (the 
fundamentalist Christian version) or as grudgingly ground
ed in reproducing the species (nearly everyone else’s). When
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sex is performed under the constraints of hypocrisy, fear, 
guilt, and double standards— the common conditions of 
American sexual relations, then anger, frustration, shame, 
and abuse attach to sex. And it is the falsehood that only het
erosexuality (in its present version as sexualized male domi
nance) is natural, right, healthy, and Godly, which ordains 
this abysmal state of affairs. Sexual choice, on the other hand, 
posits sex far differently— not as something stolen, but as an 
experience which enriches living.

Since we have spent most of recorded history— in Christi- 
andom at least— dealing furtively with sex, we understand 
little about it, its role in our biological as well as our psychol
ogical make-up. We do know that sex confronts us with 
vulnerability and control, power and powerlessness. And so, 
we’re back to politics. Homosexuality, as stark evidence of 
sexual freedom, shakes the social order, the power hierarchy, 
by its roots. For, how does [God the] Father keep control if 
everyone can do whatever they want with and to whomever is 
willing to join them in bed?

If people get the freedom to feel their feelings without the 
Guilt Gestapo or the God Squad stopping them, who knows 
where it will lead? Maybe they’ll feel entitled to more of a 
share of the fruits of their labors— like actual profit-sharing 
on the job. Maybe they’ll even become less willing to 
squander their waking lives doing meaningless moneywork. 
People might even become receptive to social organizing 
principles other than profit; like Time, for instance, as the 
thing one works to have, not money. If people actually started 
to feel like living, to feel they had real choices, the whole jig 
could be up!
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Thus, the interests of Big Money, are surely not served by 
democracy. People with choices are less controllable than 
those without them. So, Religious America came out in 
Houston as hit man for the Patriarch Party, with homopho
bia firmly in place as the inevitable sexual policy under the 
present social structure. For, patriarchy is threatened by men who 
bend over for men, which reveals that men are vulnerable; and by 
women who don’t, which shows that they aren’t.

So that men can retain the opportunity for dominion in 
some realm, be it the Congress, the pulpit, the boardroom, or 
the bedroom, we must be limited to the narrowest construc
tion of sexuality, to a one-size-fits-all sexual ethic. We are for
bidden to develop as sexual beings, which might commonly 
entail changing one’s sexual orientation and practices as the 
need arises. But we are so thoroughly conditioned to the idea 
that we are bom either hetero or homo— as though only those 
two possibilities exist— that the idea of one’s own sexual 
individuality, uniqueness, and growth seems unthinkable. 
Thus, we support or succumb to social and legal sanctions, de
termined by the male-defined State/Church complex speak
ing in the name of Nature/God, premised on the absurd belief 
that human beings go through 70 or 80 years with one set of 
fixed, unchanging needs and desires. Until we free ourselves 
from that impoverishing belief, we will remain a nation of 
sexual beggars— and that is wrong, unnatural.. .and perverse.

The line is actually “Beggars must be no choosers,” by Francis Beau
mont and John Fletcher, in their 17 th Century play, Scornful Lady, 
Act V, sc. 3.
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June
by Francia W hite

Hard to fashion a life through words, but my mother did, 
of June. She said June was a rememberer, a story teller, a 
dreamer. She was mother’s friend and lover and sister. The life 
they lived was before me. It was young. It was passionate. It 
was hopeful.

I try to see that life now in a mother whose hope is taut, 
whose passion has been glossed over with drink. I try to envi
sion the shining that was the essence of their love.

It started, I believe, in graduate school. My mother, the 
quiet, reserved, intense one. Life was serious and dense and 
unforgivable then. June appeared on a hill one day and she re
membered that they had met somewhere before, in a class, on 
a boat, someplace where the sun ripped through the trees, an 
early spring light. They talked about the fragile green of a 
new spring leaf and of life at the edge of the sea.

They told their stories, their secrets, and they moved 
slowly. Their hands met, fingers probing their tension, their 
warmth.

She was beautiful then, my mother. Her intelligent eyes 
blazed. There was an earnest tilt to her head as she traced
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June’s fingers in the grass. She was tall and lean, like she is 
now, tan and sinewy, cheekbones that formed an arc over con
cave cheeks, an Adonis, a goddess. June came from the light, 
she, from the dark, they met somewhere in shadow.

Their love must have come from inside rocks and seas for 
June was always with us. She was in the prayers we said at 
night and in the walks we took on the desert sands in mid- 
January. Mother would be telling another story about June, 
how she was in this country or that, doing this or that, heart
broken one day, skating the next.

I believe my mother had broken June’s heart once. She 
never said it but I know. I know it was hard. I know it was 
painful and she says she would never go to that place in her 
heart again... but my mother doesn’t go to many places in her 
heart these days. I watch. I know.

I want to know what a heart is like that is unbroken. I want 
to know what the fullness of my mother’s heart felt when she 
opened to June in the night. I want to know what it was like 
when their mouths brought them to the edge of the sea.
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It’s Up To Us: An Interview 
with Marilyn French

by N ancy Jo  Hoy

J H :  IS T H E R E  A C O N S I S T E N T  T H E M E  OR C O N C E R N  I N  

all your work? If so, were you aware of this when you started 
writing? Or is it simply the natural outcome of a progression 
in your thought?

M F : Theme is not something I started out thinking about. As I 
look back at the things I’ve written, early novels that have 
not been published, I ’m always concerned with the interplay 
or sometimes the mutual exclusion of power and pain and the 
way they seem to be assigned each to one sex. The surface of 
course is always deceiving; men have more pain than they ap
pear to have and women have more power than they appear to 
have, all in sub-rosa ways, but our images are certainly mutu
ally exclusive.

I guess I ’m just trying to look into the nature of power: 
what does it mean, what does it cost, what does it give you? 
What do you get out of having power, what do you get out of 
having pain?

J  H : Anais Nin commented in the Diaries that she envied Henry 
Miller’s ability to write down his life as though it was a story, 
to make a simple event seem like an adventure. You seem to 
write about life as it is— without trying to transmute it into 
an adventure. I ’m curious about the writing process, and how 
you get from the facts and events to the novel itself?

M F : My writing may seem to be descriptive of everyday life but of
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course it isn’t. There isn’t any way you can do that. There’s no 
way you could put the character of a single human being, 
even yourself whom you supposedly know, on paper. It’s all 
much too complex. The art that comes closest to being able 
to express the complexity of experience is music, where you 
can do contrasting things at once: but even there you have to 
simplify.

I don’t know that I started out with any kind of exalted 
idea. My first novels were very traditional women’s novels, 
sort of a la Virginia Woolf, although there was more male- 
female violence in mine— emotional, mainly. I don’t know 
when it came to me that the actual texture of women’s lives is 
what creates them and that that texture had never been de
scribed.

If you read most novels about women it seems that all 
women do is go shopping. If you read Jane Austen the girls 
are always shopping or sitting around the house waiting for 
the men to come in for tea. Virginia Woolf is the same way: in 
The Years she has women who work, but the working women 
always live in these dreary, grim, bleak little flats and they 
have no clothes, and they are wallflowers, and they are cer
tainly not enviable.

Well, most of our lives are probably not enviable. But the 
actual texture of going around a house all day cleaning it, 
raising children, doing the laundry— what does this do to 
you? What kind of psychology and emotionality does this 
produce?

So while my novels may seem to have that texture, it is a 
carefully selected texture, it’s simplified. It’s not reality, but 
it has a different kind of rhythm from, let’s call it a traditional
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male novel, just as if you look at Shakespeare the comedies 
have a different texture from the tragedies, the comedies 
being female-centered and feminine, in my terms, and the 
tragedies being masculine.

I try in my novels, without giving it any fancy name or 
without saying “I am now doing thus and such”, or produc
ing some kind of a manifesto, to do something different. I 
don’t think that has been recognized. It would be nice to have 
one’s craft acknowledged, which it is not. Reviewers act as 
though I wrote novels with my uterus: you know, it all comes 
pouring out like menstrual blood and I don’t have a thing to 
say about it, all I have to do is open my legs.

The rhythms and the structures of my novels, therefore, 
are different in some way from the traditional male novel be
cause they’re not built like the five act play with the crisis in 
the third act and the denouement gradually occuring. There 
are lots of crises and lots of denouements and none of them is 
ever final and nothing ever really ends and you never live hap
pily ever after. But on the other hand no tragedy ever com
pletely does you in either. You do go on, which I think is the 
experience most women have in life.

So you could say I was trying to create a female rhythm and 
a female texture in the novels. Now I really believe that men’s 
lives are the same as women’s, but that they impose upon 
them this other structure. They have one, large, ambitious 
goal and they achieve it or they don’t achieve it. That’s their 
tragedy. And then the end comes, and of course they do die 
younger than we do, so they are more likely to see their 
endings as final. We don’t see our endings as final because 
many of us have children we see ourselves living on through.

H O Y  I N T E R V I E W  W I T H  M A R I L Y N  F R E N C H
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And tragedies, which occur to us with great regularity, dc 
not destroy us.

J  H : How did you come to write The Women's Room?
MF :  I had written other novels. I’d written short stories, and 1 

know I was a good writer. I’d been writing for twenty years, 
but I wasn’t getting published. My novels were lyrical, art 
novels or whatever, and of course they were very, very femi
nist, but there was no feminism at the time, it didn’t exist, 
there was no common language. My novels just seemed to 
puzzle the editors who read them, all of whom admitted that 
they were well-written but were discomfitted by them.

I was in a certain amount of despair. I thought, “I ’m goin| 
to be fucking Emily Dickinson and leave behind these things 
tied up in pink yarn.” Mine weren’t even tied up in pink yarn, 
they were too thick. So I thought, “I’m just going to write it 
down straight. I ’m not going to be oblique, I ’m not going tc 
be lyrical or poetic or any of the things I was in the earliei 
books. I’m just going to tell it the way it is.”

The major problem in writing The Women’s Room was find
ing the right voice for it, and it took quite a few years before 
I did. But once I did, I wrote it quite fast. I showed it to some! 
friends who said, “It’s good, Marilyn, but nobody’s evei 
going to publish this.” It was just one of those things: my 
publisher said had he gotten it two years earlier, he probabl) 
wouldn’t have published it. But things had happened in his; 
life that had changed his awareness: so it was timing.

J  H : Mira, one of the characters in The Women’s Room, says that 
“people were essentially not evil, that perfection was death 
that life was better than order and a little chaos good for the 
soul.” Are those your own personal values?
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: F : I wish they were.
H : She also described choosing her own life as “the shocking, di

visive, arrogant rending of the social fabric that it was.” How 
much leeway do women have today in America, in this last 
decade of the twentieth century, to choose their own lives? 
Have things gotten better?

[ F : Any woman who was alive in the 1950 ’s has got to know that 
things have gotten better, and every single inch of that better
ment is attributable to feminism and the feminist movement. 
That feminism has done its job, that the movement is over, 
that women now have what they want is a joke. They have 
more options, more choices, and they can live on their own.

The one thing that women have never been allowed in any 
culture, at any time, is independence. It’s even been made quite 
explicit: “Don’t let women have jobs or they won’t get married, 
and if they don’t get married, they won’t have children.” 

s The ability to live independently, to survive on your own,
to support yourself and to live— not like Virginia Woolf’s 
poor dreary people up in their little attic rooms, but in a de- 

 ̂ cent place. To have a car, buy a house, get a loan, have a decent 
job, a job that uses your abilities: all of that is wonderful. But 
the feminist movement set out to change the world, not just 
the lives of educated women. I think the change includes 

[ women of color, not just white women, but they have to be 
educated. If you’re not educated none of the benefits of femi
nism presently really help you.

When we say “change the world”, we mean change the 
course, the direction of governments, affect government 
policy, change this terrible power race and struggle for profit
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and domination that has characterized all of partriarchy, and 
turn the world around.

Now this is not something you can hope to do in twenty 
years: it is kind of a joke even to suggest it. You know, it 
sounds like something utopian and it may be, but it seems to 
me it’s the only thing worth doing if you’re going to be alive.

Why go on with it the way it is? You can’t hold yourself 
apart from your culture, but why foster it any more than you 
have to? It’s conceivable that societies, that nations, that the 
world could live somewhat differently. There is enough food 
to feed everyone, and that’s basic.

j  H : At one point in The Women’s Room you ask: “When people 
starve to death because of the policies of governments and 
corporations, is that murder?” What do you think? Is it mur
der? As you have pointed out, the majority of those who 
starve to death are women and children. What can we do 
about that?

M F : I don’t know what can be done. I feel that nothing can be 
done, truthfully, at this moment. Dick Snyder of Simon and 
Schuster said about ten years ago, “In ten years there will be 
five publishers in New York”— and he’s not far from right. 
I’m going to oversimplify: by the turn of the millenium there 
will be five corporations in the world and there will be 
one farm, and one corporation will own it, and it will cover 
the globe.

Peasants who lived on farms and were self-sufficient for 
hundreds of thousands of years will become wage slaves like 
the rest of us. They will grow carnations if they are ordered to 
grow carnations, and if there are bad times they will starve. 
They are dying, and all of those who have lived for hundreds
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of thousands of years in subsistence economies are going to be 
wiped off the face of the globe. It’s happening in Africa and 
South America and Asia.

By the time our grandchildren are adults, I don’t think 
there are going to be any subsistence economies left either. 
The quiet pride and dignity (and hardship) of the subsistence 
life will be a very dim human memory. So will the autonomy 
of that kind of life. Nobody will be autonomous and that’s a 
problem, because when people don’t have autonomy they get 
angry, and become violent.

I don’t know what can be done about it. I don’t know how 
it can be stopped. These people are too powerful, too un
scrupulous. They don’t care, and I don’t think we care enough 
to be able to stop them. And I don’t know what we would 
have to do to stop them. What are you going to do, stop buy
ing their products? That means you stop buying everything, 
because they’re all the same: there’s no real choice.

J  H : Although The Women’s Room is depressing because of the con
tent of women’s lives there were passages that left me hope
ful. For example Mira again, says that “there was no justice, 
but maybe there could still be love.” Do you still believe in 
the possibility of love?

MF: O f course: when you stop loving, you stop being alive. 
Clarissa in the novel says, “ Isolation is death.” It’s only love 
that takes you out of isolation, no matter to what degree the 
love is expressed. It could be friendship, or love of children, or 
it could be sexual love, or whatever.

J  H : Did you reconstruct Her Mother’s Daughter from memory? 
Did you have to do research in order to be able to describe the 
intimate details of your mother’s childhood and your grand
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mother’s life? Perhaps what I’m asking is, how much of that 
book is true?

M F : I wrote it from memory. The details of my mother’s remem
brances of her mother are all things she told me. I don’t think 
they are all accurate, but the major things are. I did a series of 
interviews with her and taped them to make sure I got the 
details right. It was amazing to me how she censored herself 
when that tape recorder was on. Where before she would have 
said, “My father, I hated my father!” , now she said, “Well, my 
father was thus and such”— very much moderated and toned 
down, and all the force of life gone out of it. So the tapes were 
useless to me.

But she was a great help because she read an early draft. In 
one scene where she was a little kind I had her turning on the 
light and she said, “We didn’t have electric lights.” I hadn’t 
thought that they didn’t have lights because there was elec
tricity in the early decades, I think, but in her house there 
were gas lamps.

JH : What did she think of the book?
M F : She loved it. She never saw the very end, because she died. She 

was terrified, she said, “You’re going to write another Mommy 
Dearest.” I couldn’t say there wasn’t any criticism of her in the 
book because there is, but certainly what I was trying to do 
wasn’t to “blame mommy” but to show how hard it is to be a 
mother, and also to show that all mothers are daughters and 
they all suffer from their mothers.

This placing of all the responsibility for children on one 
poor soul’s back, and half the time she is trying to support 
them at the same time— it’s just not a job that can be done, 
it’s not humanly possible, not by the standards they hold up
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for us of what kind of people we’re supposed to be if we’re 
mothers. Again, I was trying to do something I felt hadn’t 
been done, which was to examine the nature of motherhood 
and daughterhood— motherhood, mainly.

No one has looked at mothers because for the first three 
and one half million years of time on earth we had the kids, 
whether we wanted to or not. This is the first century in 
which we’ve ever had a choice about whether we want to be
come mothers or not. And some women are saying, “I don’t 
know if I want to do that.” There’s very good reason for say
ing that, because being a mother is a thankless job, and it’s 
not a job you can quit. You can’t suddenly say to your child
ren when they’re forty (which my children are coming up to) 
“That’s it, I resign.” You still have the job.

What’s it like and what does it feel like and what does it 
cost you, and what does it mean, and what does it do to you, 
and all those things we haven’t really ever examined— that’s 
what I was trying to do, especially in this age when mothers 
come in for so much flak and are blamed for everything.

J  H : Both Belle and Frances are inconsolable. Is it built into 
motherhood, is it the role, or were they as personalities incon
solable? Where you saying that motherhood is so difficult 
that inevitably it leads down that path? Or did they just hap
pen to be two women who were inconsolable?

M F : I don’t know what Frances was like before she lost her child
ren. She was just worn down when I knew her, but I don’t 
think she was by nature a depressed person. She could man
age cheerfulness and she could manage to be pleased with 
herself—not that I could understand most of what she was
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saying, because she would be speaking Polish— but I could 
see that she was.

My mother was totally inconsolable. She never got over 
her childhood, never. And I was inconsolable for much of my 
life because I got it from her, because I was raised within her 
psyche, as it were. I put myself there, I’m not saying she did 
that to me, but that’s where I was.

J H : I am interested in something you said about women’s rape 
fantasies. I’ve been reading a book by Marian Woodman, a 
Jungian analyst, Addiction to Perfection, or The Unravished 
Bride. She says: “Rape suggests being seized and carried off by 
a masculine enemy through brutal sexual assault. Ravish
ment suggests being seized and carried off by a masculine 
lover through ecstacy and rapture. Rape has to do with 
power; ravishment has to do with love.” Do you have an com
ment on that? You are one of the few women who has dis
cussed it at all. I believe that most women have ravishment 
fantasies, not rape fantasies.

M F : I think that some women’s rape fantasies do have to do with 
rape and are sado-masochistic— but I don’t think they have 
anything necessarily to do with men. I think that rape fanta
sies, or sado-masochistic fantasies, or enacting sado-maso
chism, which some do— have to do with power. They 
represent one’s own juggling in one’s own brain of very con
fused self-images of power and submission. Who are you sub
mitting to when you give in to sex? You’re submitting to 
yourself.

I’ve been involved sexually with an awful lot of men in my 
life, and they have exactly the same fantasies women do. So do 
men want to be raped too then? I wish we didn’t talk about
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“women’s rape fantasies” : there are sado-masochistic fanta
sies and both women and men have them.

I think it has more to do with how hard it is to give up con
trol of ourselves and surrender to that kind of feeling. I think 
it has more to do with that than anything else, although I do 
love that distinction between rape and ravishment. Of 
course, we all want to be ravished.

J  H : Why is sex more threatening than aggression?
M F : God knows— and that is a well-chosen phrase.
J  H : Beyond Power is an incredible book, not only for the ency

clopedic information it contains and its clear and articulate 
language, but also for the thoughtful way in which it is put 
together. Then too, it is difficult to find elsewhere all the in
formation which is in it. What inspired you to write Beyond 
Power and how did you move from fiction to non-fiction? 
Also the range of the book is so broad and it spans so many 
disciplines, how would you categorize it?

MF :  I would categorize it as history of ideas or philosophy. I 
thought I was going to write a little essay— that’s what I 
started out to do. I was going around giving speeches after The 
Women’s Room was published and women would always ask me, 
“How did things get this way? How did it happen?” And I 
would say, “I know the answer, but it is so long and compli
cated that I ’m going to write an essay on it.” I set out to write a 
thirty-five page essay and five years later I finished it.

J  H : What was going on in your life at the time?
M F : Nothing— that’s why it almost killed me. It took me five 

years, I worked seven days a week, roughly ten hours a day, I 
did almost nothing else. Once in a while I’d go out to dinner 
and I ’d sit there and think, “Why am I here? I ’d much rather
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be working”— because I was consumed with this book and 
that’s not good for you, psychologically or physically. I got 
really not well from it.

J  H : Your own academic discipline is literature. How were you 
able to work in such breadth and depth in so many different 
fields?

M F : That’s why it was so hard to do. And I don’t feel that I did jus
tice to those fields, there wasn’t enough written from a femi
nist perspective on the sociology of law, the sociology of 
medicine. I did talk to lawyers and doctors and people who 
taught those fields for references, but they just don’t exist.

I feel that Beyond Power is not a complete, finished work. 
It’s kind of a rough outline for somebody else, or maybe many 
somebody else’s to build on. The morality of law and what is 
really going on in the entire legal structure of this country or 
the medical profession, with these huge machines and the 
kind of treatment one gets from doctors— all of that is fasci
nating, but if I had tried to find any more material than I did 
find, I probably never would have finished the book. I just 
had to call it quits and stop, but I ’m hoping other people will 
pick up where I left off and finish the job.

J  H : In the introduction to Beyond Power you said that many feel 
we are living through the death throes of what has been called 
“western civilization”. You wrote that several years ago: how 
do you feel about it now? What if anything has changed?

M F : I think there is no question about it, we are living through 
the decline and fall of the Roman Empire, and most of us 
know it. Virginia Woolf wrote, “On or about December, 
19 10 , human character changed.” I think future historians 
will date the end of western civilization as 19 14 . The 19 14
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war, which killed off the male aristocracy of Europe, was the 
end of western civilization as it had been. The thing is, when 
you are in such a tumultuous, chaotic period, that’s the time, 
if you write, or are a political activist, that you can change the 
focus of the next age.

It’s a very terrible time to be alive, as in the Chinese curse, 
“May you live in interesting times”— but it’s also a very vital 
time and a time when things aren’t fixed yet. The next age 
could be the age of the greatest totalitarianism the world has 
ever known, or it could be the feminist age.

J  H : You have pointed out that the compartmentalization of 
knowledge in the eighteenth century actually banished cer
tain knowledge as well as certain approaches to experience, 
and that resulted in the dominance of linear thinking. Don’t 
we as a culture suffer enormously from this problem?

M F : Yes, and it’s not an easy problem to solve. One of the reasons 
Nobel Prize winner Barbara McClintock’s work was dispara
ged was because it was based on a theory of non-domination 
among the elements in a cell. Science can only go so far with 
this domination theory. Sooner or later they are going to have 
to admit that most things don’t function that way. Only 
human society functions that way. Ethnologists love to look 
for dominance structures among animals, but the most re
cent and informed work on dominance structures points out 
that they have very limited application and may also be tran
sient. For example, among Macaque monkeys there are clear 
dominance structures in the male, but they inherit their sta
tus from their mothers.

Among some other simians they thought, “Aha! This 
mother has dominance” , but then they realized that when the
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next one had a baby she became dominant. Now that’s just 
like human life, the mother with the most recent baby gets 
all the attention. Of course! It has nothing to do with domi
nance, it has to do with centrality, which is a totally different 
thing, and very transient. Anyway, they look for dominance 
structures because they need to believe that they are domi
nant, because if they didn’t believe they were dominant they 
would have to think they were inferior.

I don’t know when men are going to get beyond this. The 
change has to be in action, in behavior. But I do think it is 
possible to build a society that emphasizes service and 
cooperation and sharing more and emphasizes power, success 
and domination less— yes, I do.

J  H : The categories into which history is usually divided, like the 
Renaissance, the Reformation, the Middle Ages and so forth are, 
as you point out, basically meaningless to women’s history. How 
do you look at traditional historical categories? Have you con
sidered developing an alternative set of your own?

M F : In the course of writing my latest book it has emerged that 
certain forms of government are better for women than others 
in the sense that they admit women to a greater voice. But the 
form that’s best for women is monarchy. Rule by an aristocracy 
is best for women simply because rule by an aristocracy in
volves rule by a family, and in families women have power. In 
the late days of the Roman Empire women had tremendous 
power behind the throne. In some cases in Europe, when 
women were allowed to inherit the throne, women ruled; but 
that doesn’t do a thing for the mass of women.

As I wrote I found I was not just writing about women, al
though women were my main focus. But I had to include
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slaves as a group, peasants as a group, and the poor as a 
group— all the groups that fight against or are affected by 
power one way or another. And women are part of those 
groups. Class consciousness or group consciousness is essen
tial, it’s the essential thing in the twentieth century.

No, I don’t have any categories. I place a lot of emphasis on 
the rise of the state because I do think that’s when women re
ally got it. But it didn’t happen the same way in every state, 
although it did happen in every state eventually.

Women retained enormous powers in Egypt until it was 
colonized by the European powers. Women retained enor
mous power in Japan until about the fourteenth century, 
whereas in China there’s not a time within recorded history 
when they had any power. Why? Who knows? In India 
women seem to have had informal power but it wasn’t writ
ten down and the rules read as if they were very oppressed. I 
don’t have categories and I don’t have periods, I have to fol
low male periods to some degree.

J H: How did you write all these amazing books, raise your child
ren, earn a living and stay sane?

VIF: Well, I’m over sixty years old. You do your life in bits and 
pieces. I was writing when the children were little and I 
could only write a couple of hours a day. I ’m very efficient in 
my use of time, I have to say that. If you’re raising children 
you just have so much energy left over, and if you’re also 
supporting them it’s very hard to do much more than do your 
work and take care of the kids.

J H: What do you consider to be the successes and failures of 
your own life?
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MF: I think my major success was getting out of my marriage, 
which almost finished me and I thought would finish me, 
through violence of one sort or another, either murder or sui
cide. That was the hardest thing I ever did and it was the nec
essary thing.

I’m pleased with things I’ve done: I ’m pleased with my 
children, I’m pleased with how they turned out, and I ’m 
pleased with my books. To the degree that I can claim I had a 
hand in that, I ’m proud of it. I don’t feel especially proud of 
myself, I don’t feel not proud of myself either, it’s not an emo
tion I live with very much.

j  H: Do you ever suffer from self-doubt?
M F : Emotionally, all the time. In my work, not a whole lot. Self

doubt? Every page is self-doubt, but you deal with it, and 
once it’s done it’s done. It is what it is and I can’t spend emo
tion on it, I don’t have enough to spare.

Sometimes I think I would really like to go back to writing 
the way I used to write in the beginning, this lyrical, much 
less didactic, much less obviously socially focused work. And 
sometimes I think, “The next book I’ll do that!”— but 
the next book never comes out that way. Her Mother’s 
Daughter was supposed to be that kind of book but it didn’t 
become that kind of book. I’ve been planning for some years 
now to write another novel, and maybe that one will be.

I think that probably I would like most to write poetry, to 
boil everything down to a few perfect lines instead of writing 
these reams of things. But I think I also have to accept that 
that’s not my gift and let it go.

j  H: From your own point of view which of your works is the best 
written, and why? I haven’t asked anyone that in a long time.
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M F : I have two children. They are very different but I love them 
profoundly for what they are. That’s how I feel about my 
books: I love each of them in a different way, I like different 
things about them but I can’t say I favor one over the other. I 
find it more fun to write fiction: hard as it is and draining as it 
can be, I find it much more fun than all these research books. 
After Beyond Power I swore I’d never write another one, and 
then I did.

J  H : There are so many great quotations in your books, my re
frigerator was plastered with them. One I particularly like is: 
“Loneliness is not a longing for company, it’s a longing 
for kind.” In my life “kind” has been pretty rare. What about 
in yours?

M F : It’s not so rare that you despair. The trouble is, if you’re some
one like me, and perhaps you, or many of us in this world, you 
move around a lot in your life, so you meet someone who is 
“kind” here and someone else there, you have a friend in Paris 
and a friend in London and a friend in Portland, and it’s not 
much use to you.

J  H : You said that a feminist vision of the world won’t be realized 
in our lifetime, our century, or this millenium. When I read 
that I felt wretched until I realized that’s only a few years 
away. Are you optimistic or pessimistic about the future?

MF: I ’m fifty per cent of each. I do think it’s up to us, it’s up 
mainly to women because even those men who claim to be 
feminists and who help us often have their own little power 
games going on. We need men’s help and we need men’s par
ticipation, but I absolutely believe the future is up to women.
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Waking to Names of 
the Dead

by Victoria H allerm an

Harold Arlen died today,
right on the heels of James Cagney and Wallis Simpson. 
They follow you into the ground, an army 
of ants at the close of a picnic, 
your generation, Mother, your news.
And did you wake to the names of your own mother’s dead? 
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Marie Curie,
Sarah Bernhardt.

They gassed the fields of France when you were ten.
Later, we knelt beneath our school desks.
Zero
was the center of the world:
to its right was everything, to its left
the ghost of everything.
You could take a big number 
from a little number,
but how could you have less than nothing left?

The shrapnel Uncle Ed carried home from the Argonne 
rattled in his chest like coin—
It made him growl when he spoke
the little box held tight against his throat.
Down at the end of the street lived a widow
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who let me play with the rusted toy trucks 
of her son killed in Bataan.

When Wallis Simpson became a widow 
you said of her marriage to the king, A woman 
should never force a man to choose.
The Japanese you said forced Truman to use the bomb. 
After the war you left the mill and went back to the kitchen 

table
and there you were every weekday afternoon, 
fighting the old wars in books and waiting 
for news of the world.
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Putting a New Dress 
on Derrida
Reconstructing the Urge to Deconstruct, w ith the 

Help o f V irgin ia W oolf 

by Andree Pages

V I R G I N I A  W O O L F ’ S S H O R T  S T O R Y  “ T H E  N E W  

Dress” provides an eloquent illustration of many of the ideas 
presented in Jacques Derrida’s article “Structure, Sign, and 
Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences,” while ulti
mately refuting his conclusion about the search for meaning. 
In fact, it is as illuminating to think about Woolfs story in 
light of what she termed the central event of her life, the 
twelve years of sexual abuse she endured at the hands of her 
older half-brothers, and then to look at Derrida’s article and 
attempt to deconstruct it, to speculate what center, if any, 
lurks behind his wish to explode the idea of center, to assert 
the infinity of play and the absence of any transcendental sig
nified.

Derrida opens his article with a discussion of the relation
ship between “the concept of centered structure” and anxiety, 
and of an “event” that invalidated the concept of “center.”

Up to the event which I wish to mark out and define, struc
ture— or rather the structurally of structure—  although it 

has always been at work, has always been neutralized or re

duced, and this by a process of giving it a center or of referring 
it to a point of presence, a fixed origin. The function of this 

center was not only to orient, balance, and organize the struc
ture...but above all to make sure that the organizing prin-
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ciple of the structure would limit what we might call the play 

of the structure....
.. .The concept of centered structure is in fact the concept 

of a play based on a fundamental ground, a play constituted 

on the basis of a fundamental immobility and a reassuring 

certitude, which is beyond the reach of play. And on the basis 

of this certitude anxiety can be mastered, for anxiety is the re

sult of a certain mode of being implicated in the game, of 

being caught by the game, of being as it were at stake in the 

game from the outset.(278-79;

In other words, our search for meaning points us in the 
direction of centered structures in order to ward off the 
anxiety aroused by the possibility of infinite play. Before the 
event he refers to, “the entire history of the concept of struc
ture ... must be thought of as a series of substitutions of centei 
for center, as a linked chain of determinations of the cen- 
ter.’V279j But “the event [he] called a rupture occurred,” and 
with it these thoughts:

The substitute does not substitute itself for anything 

which has somehow existed before it. Henceforth, it was nec

essary to begin thinking that there was no center, that the 

center could not be thought in the form of a present-being, 
that the center had no natural site, that it was not a fixed locus 

but a function, a sort of non-locus in which an infinite num

ber of sign substitutions came into play. This was the moment 
when language invaded the universal problematic, the mo

ment when, in the absence of a center or origin, everything 
became discourse, provided we can agree on this word— that 

is to say, a system in which the central signified, the original 
or transcendental signified, is never absolutely present out
side a system of differences. The absence of the transcendental
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signified extends the domain and the play of signification in- 

definitely.f28oi

Derrida is saying that there is no transcendental signified, 
no “truth,” no “supreme consciousness,” but rather a con
tinual “decentering” in the structures we inhabit. There is 
infinite play of meaning (and so no meaning?); everything is 
discourse, as he states.

Let us turn now to Mabel Waring, Virginia Woolfs pro
tagonist in “The New Dress,” and watch her repeated at
tempts to center herself, and the decenterings that undo her, 
during her brief stay at a party. “Protagonist” is perhaps not 
the right term, implying as it does a kind of center, a being 
with presence. Mabel at first is presented to us in post- 
Rupture fashion, “not a fixed locus but a function,” more a 
shifting intersection of infinite systems than a centered con
sciousness. The story is constructed mainly of a series of 
lightning quick substitutions of structures alongside 
Mabel’s efforts to center herself in them. We are plunged into 
her anxiety from the opening lines:

Mabel had her first serious suspicion that something was 

wrong as she took her cloak off and Mrs. Barnet, while hand
ing her the mirror and touching the brushes and thus drawing 

her attention, perhaps rather markedly, to all the appliances 
for tidying and improving hair, complexion, clothes, which 

existed on the dressing table, confirmed the suspicion— that 

it was not right, not quite right, which growing stronger as 
she went upstairs and springing at her, with conviction, as she 

greeted Clarissa Dalloway, she went straight to the far end of 

the room, to a shaded corner where a looking glass hung and 
looked. No! It was not right. And at once the misery which she
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always tried to hide, the profound dissatisfaction— the sense 

she had had, ever since she was a child, of being inferior to 

other people— set upon her—
.. .And at once the whole of the room where, for so many 

hours, she had planned with this little dressmaker how it was 

to go, seemed sordid, repulsive; and her own drawing-room 

so shabby and herself, going out, puffed up with vanity as she 

touched the letters on the hall table and said: “ How dull!” to 

show off— all this now seemed unutterably silly, paltry, and 

provincial. All this had been absolutely destroyed, shown up, 

exploded, the moment she came into Mrs. Dalloway’s 
drawing-room, (j i)

Mabel is knocked off balance from the start of the story. 
That she has been feeling “right” until she takes her cloak off 
is demonstrated by her “first suspicion.. .that something was 
wrong.” Her new dress, so “right” at home and at the dress
maker’s, is wrong here, does not fit the structure of a fashion
able party at Mrs. Dalloway’s. And since Mabel is so closely 
identified with the dress, her self, her center, is not right; and 
if her self is not “right,” then the whole world she has pre
viously structured around herself, her home, herself in the 
dress at the dressmaker’s, is wrong also, “silly, paltry, provin
cial.” One glance in the mirror at Mrs. Dalloway’s is enough 
to confirm this, her sense of being inferior, of not belonging 
anywhere.

When Mabel first receives the invitation, she knows she 
can’t afford a fashionable dress, “but why not be original? 
Why not be herself, anyhow?” For Mabel, being herself 
means choosing a dress “from an old fashion book of her 
mother’s.” She chooses a dress in which she sees herself as
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“modest, old-fashioned, and charming, giving herself up, no 
doubt about it, to an orgy of self-love, which deserved to be
chastised__ "(52) At home, the implications of “charming”
and “old-fashioned” are positive; but the “orgy of self-love” 
she indulges in is felt as shameful in retrospect. Earlier, at the 
dressmaker’s, she has had almost a religious experience in 
glancing at herself in the glass:

Miss Milan’s little workroom was terribly hot, stuffy, sor

did. It smelt of clothes and cabbage cooking; and yet, when 

Miss Milan put the glass in her hand, and she looked at the 

dress on, finished, an extraordinary bliss shot through her 

heart. Suffused with light, she sprang into existence. Rid of 

cares and wrinkles, what she had dreamed of herself was 
there— a beautiful woman. Just for a second (she had not 

dared look longer...), there looked at her, framed in the scrol- 
loping mahogany, a grey-white, mysteriously smiling, 

charming girl, the core of herself, the soul of herself; and it 
was not vanity only, not self-love only that made her think it 
good, tender, and true.^31

It is this core, this center of the self, that Mabel is continu
ally trying to locate in the structures around her, and which 
she simultaneously constructs from them. When the dress 
feels “right” : I love myself in this dress, and I love Miss Milan 
more than anyone in the world, and we are all human beings, 
and it makes me cry to think of how I’ll get to go to this 
wonderful party and she’ll have to be content here with her 
bird. At the party, when she feels foolish in the dress: I hate 
myself and Miss Milan’s is sordid, and we are all flies, and I 
hate this party. When Mabel feels a shift in center, she must 
reconstruct the entire structure to accommodate the shift.
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When she loves herself in the dress, she loves Miss Milan, 
loves all humanity. When she has come crashing down after 
her look into the looking-glass at Mrs. Dalloway’s, she tries 
to restore her equilibrium, her place in a structure, by drag
ging her fellow humans down to her depth, in her head.

“But my dear, it’s perfectly charming!” Rose Shaw said, 

looking her up and down with that little satirical pucker of 

the lips which she expected— Rose herself being dressed in 

the height of fashion, precisely like everybody else, always.

We are like flies trying to crawl over the edge of the saucer, 

Mabel thought, and repeated the phrase as if she were crossing 

herself, as if she were trying to find some spell to annul this 

pain, to make this agony endurable. Tags of Shakespeare, 
lines from books she had read, ages ago, suddenly came to her 

when she was in agony, and she repeated them over and over 

again, o 2)

If only she can see them all as flies, “she would become numb, 
chill, frozen, dumb,” and cease to feel this agony.

One of the beauties of the story is its ambiguity. All the 
comments the other party guests make to Mabel can be read 
either as compliments or as devastating putdowns, as Mabel 
herself reads them. We don’t know whether she is a “reliable 
narrator.” Is Rose really being satirical, or is this just the way 
that Mabel, wallowing in her perception of being ridiculous, 
sees it? In the end, for Mabel, it doesn’t matter. All the struc
tures have changed. Now “old-fashioned” is no longer allied 
with “charming.” In the fashion system Mabel perceives as 
operating in the drawing-room, her dress has become “idioti
cally old-fashioned,” and “charming” becomes “pathetic.” 
Now the originality of Mabel’s dress adds to her sense of
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being inferior; she appears to envy Rose Shaw’s ability to be 
totally unoriginal.

When Mabel is unsuccessful in her attempt to convert all 
the other guests to flies in her imagination, she tries to rem
edy her agony by asserting she doesn’t care. Her interior 
philosophical shift (one of Derrida’s “series of substitutions of 
center for center”) has not made her place in the structure feel 
any more bearable, so now she tries to convince others that her 
situation holds no painful implications for her.

“I feel like some dowdy, decrepit, horribly dingy old fly,” 
she said, making Robert Haydon stop just to hear her say 

that, just to reassure herself by furbishing up a poor, weak- 
kneed phrase and so showing how detached she was, how 

witty, that she did not in the least feel out of anything.03;

In the scheme of Mabel’s what-the-hell-we’re-all-flies 
interior monologue her phrase has meaning, but to a passing 
guest she sounds precisely how she doesn’t want to sound, 
out of it, and his polite response to her declaration only de
centers her further.

Mabel views her lack of center as a personal weakness, 
seeing others as soundly located in personal structures built 
on principles not easily shaken by the outside world.

But it was all so paltry, weak-blooded, and petty-minded 

to care so much at her age with two children, to be still so ut
terly dependent on people’s opinions and not have principles 

or convictions, not to be able to say as other people did, 
“There’s Shakespeare! There’s death! We re all weevils in a 

captain’s biscuit”— or whatever it was that people did say.i^;

The story continues with its rapid shifting of structures
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and Mabel’s equally rapid attempts to center herself in them. 
She recognizes the pain this continual scudding about causes 
her: “Why can’t I feel one thing always, feel quite sure that 
Milan is right, and Charles wrong, and stick to it, feel sure 
about the canary and pity and love and not be whipped all 
round in a second by coming into a room full of people?”^ ;

She is milked for information and sympathy by another 
guest, Mrs. Holman, and from an agony of humiliation is 
suddenly swept into a fury, because she is “being made use of. 
Not to have value, that was it.” She catches sight of bits of her 
dress in the round looking-glass, “and it was amazing to 
think how much humiliation and agony and self- 
loathing... were contained in a thing the size of a three
penny bit.’ ’(55)

After a few more “ups and downs,” Mabel finds herself 
punching a sofa cushion into shape “in order to look oc
cupied.” (Always she must keep others, and what they might 
think, uppermost in her mind. Earlier, when she tries to hide 
her shame and anxiety by looking at a picture, she thinks: 
“Everyone knew why she did it."(54) Not only are the others 
always looking at her, in her mind, but they can see inside her. 
And it comes to her, almost as a matter of wonder, that 
despite the undeniable fact that she is a “weak-blooded, 
vacillating creature,” “water-veined” :

.. .now and then, there did come to her the most delicious 

moments, reading the other night in bed, for instance, or 
down by the sea on the sand in the sun, at Easter— let her re

call it— a great tuft of pale sand-grass standing all twisted 

like a shock of spears against the sky, which was blue like a 

smooth china egg, so firm, so hard, and then the melody of the
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waves— “Hush, hush,” they said, and the children’s shouts 

paddling— yes, it was a divine moment, and there she lay, she 

felt, in the hand of the Goddess who was the world; rather a 
hard-hearted but very beautiful Goddess, a little lamb laid on

the altar__ And also with Hubert sometimes she had quite
unexpectedly— carving the mutton for Sunday lunch, for no 

reason, opening a letter, coming into a room— divine mo

ments, when she said to herself (for she would never say this to 

anyone else), “This is it. This has happened. This is it!” And 

the other way about it was equally surprising— that is, when 

everything was arranged— music, weather, holidays, every 
reason for happiness was there— then nothing happened at 

all. One wasn’t happy. It was flat, just flat, that was all.071

It is not insignificant that Mabel’s moments of feeling 
centered are described as “divine,” her most elaborate 
memory centering on a feeling of lying “in the hand of the 
Goddess.” In the presence of that transcendental signifier 
who has been conspicuously absent in the rest of the story, 
Mabel’s anxiety disappears. These moments are totally ran
dom, outside of any structure designed to call them forth 
(i.e., church, music, weather, holidays), but to Mabel they 
are real. They are perhaps beyond what one might term ade
quate words, but Woolf manages to convey their realness to 
us. Whether or not Mabel is a reliable narrator in other re
spects, here we must respect, though Derrida might shud
der at the word, the truth of her experience, precisely 
because of its unexpectedness. These are not moments 
achieved by the conscious centering of the self into a we-are- 
all-but-flies philosophical structure, but “felt” moments, 
moments which hark back to the beautiful core of herself,
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which Mabel glimpsed at the dressmaker’s, another major 
and incongruous moment of centering.

Is there a center outside a system of differences? Is Mabel 
being wooly-headed and sentimental, as Derrida accuses 
Levi-Strauss of being when, in the face of his own study of 
structuralism and his conclusion that there can be no “key 
myth,” Levi-Strauss still writes as if there were:

Being must be conceived as presence or absence on the 

possibility of play and not the other way around. If Levi- 

Strauss, better than any other, has brought to light the play of 

repetition and the repetition of play, one no less perceives in 

his work a sort of ethic of presence, an ethic of nostalgia for 

origins, an ethic of archaic and natural innocence, of a purity 
of presence and self-presence in speech— an ethic of nostalgia, 

and even remorse, which he often presents as the motivation 

of the ethnological project when he moves toward the archaic

societies which are exemplary societies in his eyes__

Turned toward the lost and impossible presence of the ab
sent origin, this structuralist thematic of broken immediacy is 

therefore the saddened, negative, nostalgic, guilty, Rousseauis- 

tic thinking of the side of play whose other side would be the 

Nietzchean affirmation, that is the joyous affirmation of the 

play of the world and of the innocence of becoming, the affir
mation of a world of signs without fault, without truth, and 

without origin which is offered to an active interpretation.(292)

If Mabel could only cure herself of these intermittent delu
sions of centeredness, she would be qualified for a career as a 
joyous deconstructionist, for she spends most of her life in the 
land of noncenter. But Mabel can only castigate herself for 
not responding when “every reason for happiness [is] there” :
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Her wretched self again, no doubt! She had always been a 

fretful, weak, unsatisfactory mother, a wobbly wife, lolling 

about in a kind of twilight existence with nothing very clear 

or very bold, or more one thing than another, like all her 

brothers and sisters, except perhaps Herbert— they were all 
poor water-veined creatures who did nothing. Then in the 

midst of this creeping, crawling life, suddenly she was on the 

crest of a wave. That wretched fly .. .struggled out. Yes, she 

had those moments.(57)

Mabel’s “twilight existence” where nothing is “more one 
thing than another” seems representative of “the saddened, 
negative, nostalgic, guilty, Rousseauistic” appraisal of play. 
For Derrida, surrendering to the play of noncenter brings 
with it freedom from the struggle for meaning, freedom from 
anxiety; one lets oneself slip into the current of “genetic inde
termination” : infinite meanings are possible once the con
cept of centered structure, with the transcendental signified 
at its core, no longer holds us back. This sense of noncenter 
should not be seen as a lack, but should be affirmed:

The affirmation then determines the noncenter otherwise than as 

loss of the center. And it plays without security. For there is a sure 

play: that which is limited to the substitution of given and ex

isting, present pieces. In absolute chance, affirmation also sur

renders itself to genetic interpretation, to the seminal 
adventure of the trace. (292)

Virginia Woolf appreciated, in a different way, the seminal 
adventure of the trace. In her landmark work, Virginia Woolf: 
The Impact of Childhood Sexual Abuse on Her Life and Work, 
Louise DeSalvo traces Woolfs attempts to “center myself.” 
From relatively early on in her life, Woolf drew connections
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between her “madness,” her depression, often suicidal, and 
the sustained sexual abuse she had endured from the time she 
was six or seven (when her elder half-brother Gerald ruptured 
her hymen with his finger after standing her on a ledge in the 
hall by the dining room, where a large mirror hung) until the 
age of twenty-two, when she attempted suicide. In reading 
the excerpts of Woolfs diaries contained in the book, it is 
clear that the consciousness we experience in “The New 
Dress” is W oolf s own. Through her literature we experience 
the agony a woman trying to locate and define herself en
dures; through her diaries and letters we are struck by 
Woolfs certainty that she did have a center, a subjective 
identity, although much of her life was spent in depression, 
separated from that self. It is striking to note that Woolf 
successfully killed herself the year after she read Freud. As 
DeSalvo states:

I believe that reading Freud precipitated a crisis, plunged 

her into the “whirlpool” {a term W oolf used for her suicidal 

depression} by irrevocably damaging her belief in the logic of 

what she had established. I believe that it eroded her sense of 
self [her center, what little was left}. If she was right and 

Freud were wrong, she was not a madwoman, but a woman 

whose response to her childhood was appropriate, though 
painful. But if Freud was right and she was wrong, she was 

indeed a madwoman, a prey to uncontrollable urges and 
forces, whose memories might have been wishes, for contrary to 

W oolfs belief in the fundamental accuracy of memory, for 

Freud, much was distortion. Before she took her life, she tried 
to verify that her memories were accurate. But in the closing 

days of her life, we know that Virginia W oolf had come round 

again to believing that she was, in fact, a madwoman, that she
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had been mad, and that she would go mad again. She re

sponded to reading Freud in the same way that she had re

sponded to seeing her brothers earlier in her life [by feeling 

suicidal].li28i (itals mine)

When we look at “The New Dress” in light of DeSalvo’s 
book and the work that Alice Miller has done on the devas
tating long-term effects of childhood abuse, Mabel’s 
desperate attempts to hold on to a center appear not pathetic 
or delusional but heroic; her character not weak and vacillat
ing but courageous. In her book Thou Shalt Not Be Aware, 
Miller’s description of the effects of childhood abuse in
cludes: a sense of boundarilessness (from the physical and/or 
sexual stimulation inflicted on the powerless child) which 
lasts into adulthood, so that one’s sense of reality is easily 
thrown off by the words, touches, or manifested feelings of 
others; a sense of powerlessness, of weakness; a universal ten
dency to blame the self, to see oneself as somehow deserving 
the abuse or having caused it; depression, often suicidal; a 
sense of persecution; extreme self-loathing.

All these (except a direct reference to suicide) accurately 
describe Mabel Waring: her sense that others are talking 
about her, that they know “why she did it,” can see inside her, 
right through her. The longer and more intense childhood 
abuse is, the worse its effects. It is no wonder that Woolf 
needed a room of her own to write in, when Jane Austen and 
the Brontes managed in the drawing room: the consciousness 
that Mabel displays is so reactive to others, so permeable, that 
her sense of self barely holds. Her preoccupation with her 
dress, which the world might judge as “vanity,” is clearly not
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a matter of choice: Her dress is representative of her weak 
self; if it doesn’t hold up, neither can she. It is an important 
constructed boundary for a boundariless self. But her whole 
self and life are “absolutely destroyed, shown up, exploded,” 
the moment she enters Mrs. Dalloway’s drawing room and 
senses the dress (and so, she herself) is not “right.”

What makes this shock almost unbearably poignant is 
that she has chosen a dress her mother might have chosen, 
modest and “old-fashioned,” like Woolf’s mother might 
have chosen for her when she was still little, still had a whole 
self, a strong core. When Mabel sees herself in the mirror at 
the dressmaker’s she feels “extraordinary bliss” :

She sprang into existence__ W hat she had dreamed of her
self was there— a beautiful woman. Just for a second (she had 

not dared look longer...), there looked at her, framed in the 

scrolloping mahogany, a grey-white, mysteriously smiling, 
charming girl, the core of herself, the soul of herself; and it 

was not vanity only, not self-love only that made her think it 
good, tender, and true.(5

Note that Woolf starts by saying Mabel “sprang into exist
ence__What she had dreamed of herself” (what she some
how knows is possible) “a beautiful woman,” but looking 
back out of the glass at her is “a grey-white, mysteriously 
smiling, charming girl, the core of herself.” Is it possible that 
Woolf has dragged up an image of her reflection before she 
was violated? Little girls were routinely dressed in white 
back then; Mabel’s new dress is yellow. In the story, Mabel 
glances “ just for a second.” In “A Sketch of the Past,” DeSalvo 
notes that Woolf described a dream in which “I dreamt I was
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looking in a glass when a horrible face— the face of an ani
mal— suddenly showed over my shoulder. I cannot be sure if 
this was a dream, or if it happened.”^ ;  DeSalvo sees the 
image this way: “That face was surely a mental image of the 
bestial nature of what the person who had abused her looked 
like to her. He/it frightened her; he/it could pop into the pic
ture at any time.” Although Mabel sees that beautiful girl, 
that smiling, charming girl staring back, she dares not look 
any longer (what might pop into the mirror?).

DeSalvo’s notes on the mirror in the hallway where Woolf 
was first so violently abused by her half-brother, who was 
eighteen or nineteen at the time, do much to explain what 
Woolf called her “ looking-glass complex.” Mabel is con
stantly glancing at herself in the glass, and when standing 
with Mrs. Holman she thinks: “It was amazing how much 
agony and humiliation and self-loathing and effort and 
passionate ups and downs of feeling were contained in a thing 
the size of a threepenny bit." (54) Although it is an effect of the 
mirror which reflects her dress back to her in bits, one also 
thinks of the small child, seeing herself in the mirror, shat
tered, while her brother assaults her.

After knowing Woolf’s history, it is impossible not to be 
struck by Mabel’s continuous efforts to center herself, nor to 
be moved by the tenacity with which, despite her “twilight 
existence” and enormous anxiety, she holds on to the few 
clear memories she has of feeling whole, of knowing the truth, 
“this is it.” In fact, she longs for that wholeness so strongly 
that at the end of the story she is making new plans to escape 
that twilight existence:
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She would go to the London library tomorrow. She would 

find some wonderful, helpful, astonishing book, quite by 

chance, a book by a clergyman, by an American no one had 

heard of; or she would walk down the Strand and drop, ac

cidentally, into a hall where a miner was telling about the life 

in the pit, and suddenly she would become a new person. She 

would be absolutely transformed. She would wear a uniform; 

she would be called Sister Somebody; she would never give a 
thought to clothes again. And for ever after she would be per

fectly clear about Charles Burt and Miss Milan and this room 

and that room; and it would be always, day after day, as if she 
were lying in the sun or carving the mutton. It would be 

i t\(58)

She will be centered within a solid, unchangeable bound
ary— her uniform— and no longer will the looks of others be 
able to throw her off: At the party, “she felt like a dress
maker’s dummy standing there for young people to stick pins 
into,”(52) and walked out into the room “as if spears were 
thrown at her yellow dress from all sides."(54) The images of 
penetration, of violation, are unmistakable; the yellow dress, 
like the dress she wore as a little girl, is not a sufficient shield. 
Mabel believes she can center herself permanently by becom
ing inviolate. What is clear from the story is how physical the 
nature of her “feelings” is. As DeSalvo points out, Woolf 
killed herself on the eve of what the Woolfs believed would 
be the German invasion of England. Woolf feared falling into 
the hands of an invading army, being raped, hurt; the bombs 
falling nightly increased her sense of powerlessness. She had 
made a suicide pact with Leonard in the event of a German 
landing, but apparently her anguish was already unbearable, 
and she killed herself alone.
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Why is the story ofVirginia Woolf and her story of the new 
dress so interesting when placed next to the article by Der
rida? On the one hand, we see a character’s intense anguish 
and efforts to find a center that will hold; on the other, we 
have a critic who is telling us we have gone irrevocably past 
that point, that we may as well make a virtue of necessity and 
celebrate the infinity of play because there is no transcendental 
signifier, no center, “not a fixed locus but a function, a sort of 
nonlocus in which an infinite number of sign substitutions 
[comes] into play.” (280) If we look at “The New Dress” from 
the point of view of Derrida’s article, we find it a convincing 
illustration of how the center cannot hold. However, if we 
commit a crime against deconstructionism and look at the 
author’s life and other writings, we seem to find, Goddess 
forbid, a core, a center, an explanation. Why does decon
structionism, the urge to find and celebrate the multiplicity 
of meanings in texts, show itself as a flight from the “truth” 
it claims can no longer be demonstrated?

1. Because authors leave the footprints of their lives and 
their demons all over their work. The connections be
tween Woolf’s work and her life are not unhappy coinci
dence. When a person is doing “deep work,” the concerns 
s/he grapples with, as well as those s/he is trying to avoid, 
are everywhere evident.

2. Because the above holds as true for philosophers and crit
ics as it does for “fiction” writers. For example, Freud’s 
early work with incest survivors was not mere coinci
dence; his articulation of the “seduction” theory (perhaps 
more accurately called the “rape and molestation”
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theory) was an attempt to honestly summarize his find
ings with them and his own truth— a theory which he 
later abandoned for both professional and personal rea
sons. (See Miller’s chapters on Freud and his father in 
Thou Shalt Not Be Aware, and ruminate for a minute or 
two on his affair with his sister-in-law and the fact that 
his daughter was little more than an extension of himself, 
living in his house and protecting his letters, guarding 
his secrets, until her death.)

3. Because Alice Miller’s view of childhood more nearly hits 
the mark than Freud’s: current studies bear out that 
young children are frequently used to fill the needs of the 
adults and older children around them, at “best” having 
to kill off parts of themselves to please their parents as 
“good children”; at worst— and more frequently than any 
of us would care to admit— having their bodies used as 
targets for rage (through beatings and verbal abuse) and 
sexual abuse. In his early theory Freud believed that “pre
mature sexual experiences” were at the root of all neu
roses. The most recent estimates for the incidence of child 
sexual abuse in the U.S. are one-third of women before 
they are sixteen, and one-fifth of men (Bass and Davis).

4. Because the creation of systems of thought, Derrida’s no 
less than Freud’s, is the result of trying to erase emotional 
pain by trying to deny or minimize the importance of 
“reality.” Intellectualizing through structures that rob 
events of reality, of their inherent meaning, is an author’s 
way of fleeing his/her pain and of reinforcing denial 
mechanisms, both the individual’s and society’s.
Freud: Eighteen patients come to me. They all say they
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were sexually violated by a family member as children, 
most by their father. This is unbelievable. [I don’t want 
to believe this anymore; else I ’ll have to believe my own 
memories. Besides, my peers were revolted by my ideas. 
How will I earn a living?] This must be in their heads, 
what they wish. But they are obviously suffering. It 
might have happened to some, but it couldn’t have hap
pened to all. Therefore, it’s not important whether it ac
tually happened; it is only important whether they think 
it happened.
It is easier to believe insane chains of “ logic” rather than 
reality, if reality is “unbelievable.” In this context, it is in
teresting to note Derrida’s use of the word “unthinkable.”

5. Because the self, the “center,” exists, and because despite 
the boundary violations that occur in childhood, and the 
repression of much of the pain experienced because of 
them, somehow the individual’s consciousness retains an 
imprint, a deep body memory, of that center, and it is this 
for which we search, like Mabel, or for which we abandon 
the search, like Derrida.

In “The Illusion of Disillusion,” a speech he delivered in 
April of 19 9 1, Christopher Lasch noted:

There is a vast body of commentary on the modern spir

itual plight, all of which assumes that the experience of 
doubt, moral relativism, and despair is distinctively modern 

and, in some sense, the product of mankind’s “maturity.” A  
survey of this literature, which includes the works of Freud, 
Jung, and Weber, reveals a recurring imagery that links the 

history of culture to the life cycle of individuals. In this
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analogy, civilization has passed through distinct phases, 

moving from a childhood of naive faith to the detached skep

ticism of an adult__ In this modern view, religion, at least in
its traditional forms, can no longer speak to the needs of a 

world that has outgrown its childhood. Freud’s book on re
ligion, which bears the scornful title The Future of an Illusion, 

concludes that religion has no future at all. Likening it to a 

childhood neurosis, he insists that “ men cannot remain child

ren forever.”
[This conceit implies the following:] The educated

classes.. .may envy the naive faiths of the past They cannot
trade places with the unenlightened masses, however, any 

more than they can return to childhood —
...The intellectual alone looks straight into the light 

without blinking. (Harper’s, 7 / 9 1 , 1 9 —20)

If we allow ourselves to substitute “search for the center” 
for “religion,” we find similar logic in “Structure, Sign, and 
Play.” Derrida gently chides Levi-Strauss for his “ethic of 
nostalgia for origins,” the “ethic of archaic and natural inno
cence.” There’s been a “rupture”— we can’t look for centered 
structures anymore because we know they are merely shift
ing substitutions. Elsewhere in the article, when he discusses 
“the history of the concept of structure,” it appears to this 
reader that “structure— or rather the structurality of struc
ture” is a metaphor for Derrida’s own thought processes, his 
intellectual processes. What Derrida is doing here, beneath his 
intellectual argument, is explaining to us why he is forsaking 
any search for center at all, any belief in it. Let us define the 
center in various ways: the core of the self, the spirit, the un
violated psyche/body. But humans who have been violated, 
“narcissistically wounded,” abused, or extremely decentered,
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however we wish to put it, have two avenues before them. 
They can detach, split off—in effect become accomplices to 
the rupture inflicted by outside forces in order to mediate the 
pain— or they can try against all odds to keep centering 
themselves, searching for the “key myth” like Levi-Strauss or 
the anchoring book or uniform like Woolf’s Mabel Waring, 
searching for the elusive certainty inherent in the centered 
structure, the world that makes sense, that validates their 
thoughts and feelings instead of making no sense, for “on the 
basis of this certitude anxiety can be mastered,” as Derrida 
points out.

Woolf illustrated in her story the physical component of 
anxiety. We are used to thinking of anxiety as a mental state, 
but think of an anxious dog, of a racing heart, darting eyes, 
quick movements from side to side, intercut with moments 
of abrupt paralysis as it watches. Imagine, as an adult, a being 
the world sees as your benevolent protector, and who is liter
ally two or three times your size, entering and beating or 
molesting you, and you being forbidden to express feelings 
about this treatment or even to tell anyone. As two characters 
in The Years, Martin and Rose, say:

“What awful lives children live!”

“Yes.. .And they can’t tell anybody.”

Given the split between the gloss society puts on a child’s 
reality and the reality of that reality, Derrida indicates, 
anxiety is the result of trying to find any meaning, any center 
to the structure, “for anxiety is invariably the result of a cer
tain mode of being implicated in the game, of being caught 
by the game, of being at stake in the game from the out
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set.’7279; my itals) Will the self survive the abuse, especially 
abuse ignored and invalidated by dominant social structures, 
with any degree of wholeness? If one tries to hold on to 
oneself, the anxiety will continue forever, as Mabel, and 
Woolf herself, illustrate.

Derrida’s solution to anxiety is deconstruction— literary 
splitting off. No matter what he says, the idea of noncenter is 
a structure like all the rest, but one that takes a vulnerable 
self even further above the fray of the game by denying its very 
existence. If the center (my core, myself) doesn’t really exist, 
then what was done to me has no meaning, I can have no rage, 
no need to blame those I have been trained to honor. With the 
loss of self, of center, everything becomes discourse. Derrida 
explains with his “ invasive” verbs:

This was the moment when language invaded the univer
sal problematic, the moment when, in the absence of a center 

or origin, everything became discourse— provided we can 

agree on this word— that is to say, a system in which the cen
tral signified, the original or transcendental signified, is 

never absolutely present outside a system of differences [I am 

what they made me, nothing more]. The absence of the tran

scendental signified extends the domain and the play of signi
fication infinitely.iiSoj

But with all meanings possible, everything becomes 
meaningless. There is another term for a sense of meaning
lessness; it is “depression.” Poor old nostalgic Levi-Strauss, 
still searching for the key myth (meaning) when he knows it 
doesn’t exist (is not present in his own life). After scolding 
Levi-Strauss for the “negative, guilty, Rousseauistic” thinking 
he exhibits when “turned towards the lost or impossible pre
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sence of the absent origin [the intact self, the core],” Derrida 
describes the other way of viewing the possibility of infinite 
play (meaninglessness), which would be:

the Nietzchean affirmation, that is the joyous affirmation of the 

play of the world and of the innocence of becoming, the affir
mation of a world of signs without fault, without truth, and 

without origin which is offered to an active interpretation 

[nothing happened, no one is to blame, there never was a cen

ter which could be damaged, decentered}. This affirmation then 

determines the noncenter otherwise than as loss of center.(289', his itals)

In the 1 960s, when Derrida wrote his article, public dis
course on incest was relegated to Greek drama and myths and 
the Freudian notion of the unconscious Oedipal drive. Whis
pered to happen among the poor and in “primitive” societies, 
its ubiquitous existence throughout all-economic classes, as 
well as its devastating psychological aftereffects, were unknown or 
unacknowledged. The real incest prohibition is not against 
the act but the telling of the secret; the assault and shame 
must be internalized and repressed. When looked at in light 
of society’s amazing flight from the reality of childhood 
abuse, Virginia Woolfs courage in writing and speaking 
about her abuse can be seen as monumental, as well as a 
means of saving her sanity by insisting on the “truth” of her 
experience. As she wrote near the end of her life, “when she 
devoted a considerable amount of her writing energy to de
scribing the common experience of sexual assault in women’s 
lives,.. .‘Only when we put two and two together— two 
pencil strokes, two written words,...do we overcome 
dissolution and set up some stake against oblivion." ’(DeSalvo,
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15) In light of this same flight from unpalatable realities, 
Derrida’s deconstructionism— and the systems created by 
those other lovers of philosophic structures, Freud and Levi- 
Strauss— can be better understood as well.

Societies have a pool of consciousness, as do individuals. In 
the early 1970s, Florence Rush and others published the first 
documentation that incest was not the rare phenomenon pre
viously thought. That while it was perhaps “unthinkable,” it 
certainly was not nonexistent. Today, thanks to the pioneer
ing efforts of Rush, Alice Miller, and others, the true extent 
of sexual, physical, and emotional assault on children is 
beginning to emerge; its soul-splitting impact to be under
stood. In the 1960s, when “Structure, Sign, and Play” was 
first published, the movement to overthrow Freudian myth
making and to confront the real terrors of childhood was still 
in its gestation. Thirty years later, things are different. A l
though it is terrifying not to turn our eyes away, to face the 
monstrosity and the grief and rage, it is now becoming safer 
to do it. Somewhere, tattered and torn, and buried beneath 
thousands of years of rationalizations and obfuscations, the 
center still holds.
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Mirrors For Gold
fo r J.W .

by Roberto Tejada

Then fearing lest we should have fa l
len upon the rocks, they cast four an
chors out of the stem, and wished 
for the day.
Acts, 27:29

A ll of them naked, men and women, 
the way their mothers had brought 
them into this world...
Columbus (6.1 1. 1492)

1. As such, the justified margin of first-person narrative: 
the Is forming voice scrolls, question marks, the incon- 
gruent patterns within the anonymity of the clutter, re
straining edge of the page. The first drowsy acts upon 
waking with such authority accomplished (from the gri
mace at the mirror, to piss with cock half-erect, match to 
burner, morning coffee) as if  only guided by the slivery 
scent of the wooden, sleep-laden body. Which is to oust 
the lassitude of Outside as if  to hear my name on some
one’s lips for the first time. Or the last.

*
2. Or the days loom now with a clarity, an independence. 

And need diminishes, where I thought it never would. 
As if someone else had written what I thought was mine
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for someone else but other than I thought I was here too, 
perhaps, though someone else was saying this, or in fact 
was simply said.

*

3. The unconscious as the poetry of becoming, the authen
tic breath emanating from the body’s writing as if the 
two could ever correspond to the abstract denomination 
to which in scripture they belong. Bilangue. Because the 
body be long in its revealing. And because there is trans
port, translation from one body to the other, as if place 
were order, occupied area, lived space: as if all heightened 
emotion were in fact a suffering I said an offering, a ring 
around the celestial body— ours— in its velocity I said 
etymology as a history of the word and its corresponding 
instability: as if  by tracing origin we were speaking in 
the tongues of our forebears. Barely forth the writing 
travels in its consciousness of itself, the self as written, 
wry tinkle of the ice-encrusted page, plague, the very age 
of the text in its storied grave stones. The symptoms of 
language...

*
4. Throwback and the reversion to any earlier type of phase. 

Recurrence in an organism or in any of its parts of a form 
typical of (its) ancestors more remote than the parents. 
To invent the archetype of our forebears, the daily mirror 
which is our mise en abisme. Ages ago my circumcision in 
Sepharad or down the ancestral corridors of stars explod
ing eons lo! the light above extinguished.

*
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5. We sat admiring each other’s erections in the steambath 
without touching.

*
6. In which anger and bleeding are eroticized said the 

Dreamspeak. There was a woman watched me shower 
while the water warm between the fissure of my ass from 
the head of my shaft to catch her gaze at my naked body 
made me hard she wanted to know she laughed where 
that had come from and I was embarrassed by my poor
translation and her name was the origin of all writing.

*
7. Imago of an ideal self— in effect the son of the other half s 

will. As if I had willed you into being Will I am. Yet in 
this construct, this ideal not so much the imaginal 
matrix by which the self exists in continual becoming, as it 
is the brood I had to devise so as to enact the drama of the 
self relentlessly threatened (and ultimately undermined) 
by its very lack of autonomy. As if, in fact, the self were de
termined by its image as other— so that below the sur
face there loomed the terrifying vision of a world devoid of
others: a world in abstract disorder.

*
8. So that we spoke a language, then, without which the

stone from desire were never extracted.
*

9. A crime said the Dreamspeak: the corpse of a woman 
who lived in the building. I discover the body and am 
terrified of being wrongly accused. The neighbors gather 
to resolve the enigma. I leave the room momentarily and
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(as if  I had missed some crucial moment of the narrative) 
I return to discover that the woman thought murdered 
had in fact never died. All having been restored to order 
(yet never explained), we begin to leave, walking out into 
the meadow. But from the two doors at the side of the 
building escape the countless living dead come to feed 
upon us once and for all.

*
io. Translating blood into the beginning, blood into the 

ever-after. When God was my father, the Dreamspeak 
blessed my hands, my side, my feet, the gash, the open 
flesh, my feminine sex. Excited by the naked Christ hang
ing on the cross at Calvary take this all of you and drink so 
that sins in memory of me I had to pick up the pieces of the
shattered mirror. Blood: as in “away from the surface.”

*

i i .  As if out, in
to the open

where the earth trembled, was

at once a room and not 
a room the wall

collapsing
though braced by 

an absence

more powerful 
than any stone

he said to my mother 
I was a cat

among the garbage
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and later the insurmountable 
shape

of this wretched curtain 
behind whose 

lush fabric

we fucked until 
at last of

increasingly

more obdurate
matter as if  two

languages were 
scarcely enough

*
1 2. Resist after the many deaths to breathe after the blows to 

rise the chrysalis a prisoner in its alabaster chamber. 
After they bundled the beautiful body of Christ in
scribed with sacrifice and sealed by stone what ocean’s 
slow movement and sound imperceptible. What panic in 
whose nervous twitching was lain the seed, the possi
bility of nothing follows, fallow flesh in all its drab daili- 
ness, its dalliance, without the lofty signatures to be 
scribbled before the departure of the spirit in the flesh to
join the fabric of nothingness.

*
13 . Later, accidents and not infrequently when my head

cracked it was never to be made public.
*
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14. To become my own father you came to me once before the 
mirror on a train the hashish sweet to the lips and nostrils 
upon exhaling my lung through the orifice so that it 
glistened warm in the white sink good riddance my 
thrill my torment.

*
15 . I postpone the writing so as not to go up in flames. Your 

groans at my thigh. Names on my belly. Ice below the 
blisters. So as not to be impaled, the body whole and his
torical, hands gripped around your waist to bring your 
buttocks closer— both inside and out in the open— the 
warmth around the urgency. This caution so as to keep 
from falling head first into the darker folds of the tenuous 
flesh, shivering body, the froth and lather, the milkstone, 
rough-handed delight, the flood of breath to cool the 
moisture of the athletic grace we came to, dissolving into 
the liquid fissures of the night we slipped through. So as 
not to never waken, rise or surface from the descent we 
embarked upon together. To wash with the calabash 
sponge and olive oil soap to rinse under the brief evening 
rain to dry we tanned upon the boulders of the cliffs over 
whose precipice all the possible pleasure of the willing 
flesh, the welcoming sea, or room enough at the bottom 
of this page.
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The Founding of Sluts 
Against Rape

by A lix  Kates Shulm an

I T  IS L A D I E S ’ N I G H T  A T  T H E  L I M E L I G H T  C A F E .  

That means all the free drinks you want as long as it’s Tuesday 
and you’re female. Even the tips are free.

Tuesday night is also Mayor’s Night Out, a scheme de
vised to get reluctant spenders spending again by hitting the 
taxpayers for 15%  of every boozer’s tab in selected city res
taurants and clubs. As a bookkeeping assistant trained to 
look at bottom lines, I ’d say to everyone, if  you’re going out, 
go Tuesdays. Because between us freeloading girls out for La
dies Night, and substantial reductions for the guys, Tuesdays 
should be light-hearted and gay all round. Which is just 
what I needed, now that Seth has broken my heart and I ’m 
what they call loose. A loose woman on my own, a loose can
non with an unlit fuse.

This was new for me. When you’re in love you often prefer 
to express yourselves in private, and during my eighteen 
months with Seth we stopped going to bars. But after being 
laid off, so to speak, by my lover, I was ready to go out again, 
look around, join the world. Not that I expected to score: 
smart people say it takes approximately the same amount of 
time as you were together to get over the kind of thing I had 
with Seth. But with five of my eighteen months left to go and 
still no sign of cure, I thought I might try out a one-night 
stand or maybe find a buddy to help me through.
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At the back of the cafe beyond the bar sit the Mimis, a 
group of middle-aged sluts who meet here every Ladies’ 
Night to converse intently in low murmurs and afterwards 
laugh so loud they top the music, nursing two to four drinks 
each without ever looking at a guy. Not that they’re down on 
men; they simply refuse to be decoys for the house. It’s their 
version of bait and switch: guys are against their principles 
on Ladies’ Night. You can usually tell a Mimi the minute she 
comes through the door by the cocky way she walks, head up 
and tail switching, straight toward the big back booth. 
Though courteous, Mimis saunter proudly past the bar 
without noticing who’s sitting or standing there— which 
may be why some people call them snobs and some people 
call them sluts. They are mostly tall, trim, and boiling with 
energy. Mimis usually wear either tight pants or short skirts 
with low heels, silver jewelry, and brightly colored tops, 
sometimes with notebooks sticking out of their big shoulder 
bags. They look good. And with none of that awful-colored 
hair with the fringe of ringlets you sometimes see around the 
downtown clubs. They greet each other warmly, often pur
ring and crowing before they even sit down. God help the 
reckless man who dares approach the Mimis’ booth.

But me, though I ’m tickled by their joke and the utter jus
tice of it all, I also feel sorry for the men who collect at the bar 
on Tuesdays in all good faith, maybe looking for the same 
thing I am or just hoping to save a buck in these hard times. 
(If they’re used to paying for dates, Ladies’ Night can halve 
their tabs, off of which they are permitted to take another 
15% , which is like double discount from one way of think
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ing, or up to 65% reduction from another. Quite a nice little 
transfer payment for boozers.) And despite the cynical mo
tives of the management in setting up Ladies’ Night, I feel 
sorry for the Limelight, too, which used to be crowded and 
lively and loud as the Cuba Day Parade but now seems basi
cally down and depressed like everyone else.

I figure, if I’m not paying cash, at least I should pay atten
tion. So naturally I didn’t mind when this very cute young 
guy in a white crewneck sweater and newly-pressed black 
pants comes up behind me, orders one of the imported 
Russian vodkas, brushes his hand first against his hair, then 
against mine, and introduces himself as Phillip.

Phillip. Phillip. I once had a crush on a boy named Phillip.
Now, some dinosaurs think a woman alone in a bar is 

asking for anything she gets, and if he buys her a couple of 
drinks he can put his hands wherever he likes. But today is 
Ladies’ Night, so he can’t buy me anything, and this Phillip 
looks nothing like a dinosaur. More like a pony. Up he comes 
to me like a young pony pawing the ground, ducking his 
head with a sweet little bow, before sitting beside me.

Mind if I sit here?
Be my guest.
In my experience dinosaurs aren’t that gorgeous, either. 

They wouldn’t have to be. Whereas this man sports a devas
tating combination of blue eyes, pale skin, and coal black 
hair, like the forbidding Murphy kids who grew up at the end 
of my block. Black Irish. Only he says he’s not any Irish at all.

Then what are you? I ask, using my eyes the way I did with 
Seth. (To flirt, I find one opening’s as good as another.)

American, replies this Phillip.
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Guffaw. Everyone’s American. What about your ancestors?
Swiss, he says.
Swiss. He’s not making it easy. Already I am doing most of 

the work, though enjoying myself. I try again. And on the 
other side?

Martian, says Phillip, beginning to play.
We laugh. Ah, Martian-American, just what I want. We 

click and drink. He licks his lips, leans forward on the stool 
and whispers, And you?

I was on my third free drink, he was still on his second 
(paying full price) when he rests his hand on my black-stock
inged knee. Instead of flinching I looked straight into his 
eyes, but my pulse began to dance. A rhumba, a cha-cha- 
cha— very unusual. It skipped past Seth’s shadow like a 
bouncing ball and landed at Phillip’s feet. I looked up into 
his eyes, panting for him to throw it again. We sat like that, 
his hand on my knee, my pulse bouncing along, sipping our 
margueritas or Absoluts, speaking of police corruption, 
Oprah, the economy, until—

Believe it or not, this gorgeous hunk with the sincere blue 
eyes makes a slick move on my underpants! On Ladies’ Night 
in the middle of the Limelight Cafe!

Hey! I spat, swiveling away abruptly. He has not been in
vited up my skirt.

Phillip’s once-sweet features Jekyll a gross leer while he 
lunges ahead.

Like one of those blonde stars of the fifties who slap the 
cheeks of their fresh but handsome leading men, I give his 
hand a smart warning swat. Only I ’m no blonde, and these 
aren’t the fifties. I hope he’ll rub his chin like a movie star full
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of regret. But no. Huh? he says with a stunned look. Huh? 
No apologies, either. Instead, he squints at me and asks, 
What gives?— like a dinosaur.

That’s my question, I reply, crossing my arms and legs. I ’m 
petite but well-proportioned and can make myself big.

He stands up, downs his drink, signals for another.
Well, everyone deserves a second chance. I excuse myself 

to go to the loo, past the lively Mimis. They are older than I, 
and weightier, though most are slim. Their mobile lips are 
boldly red, their eyes gleam with import as they lean across 
the table, completely engrossed. I envy their intensity. In the 
mirror I redden my lips like a Mimi.

Walking back to the bar I see Phillip flip a coin then slap 
it against the back of the same left hand I slapped.

So, he says when I return, what’s the matter with you?
Nothing.
Nothing? Then w hy...
Look, if I want you under my skirt I’ll let you know, okay?
But when his eyes hardened in hurt pride and his lip 

begins to curl I have to relent, adding softly, Don’t you know 
you have to ask?

So out comes the prancing smile, another little bow—  
sideways this time since he’s back on his stool sitting next to 
me— cute, as I said. Okay then, he says, bowing his curly 
head and pressing his hands together like a praying saint, 
May I please? His hands part, the right one to smooth his hair, 
the left hovering above my knee, fingers poised for inky- 
dinky-spider up my thigh.

That’s better, I say. Then I offer him a Maybe, and a tenta
tive We’ll see— my mother’s favorite line. We’ll-see. Any kid
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knows what that means: sometimes Yes but usually No. I 
lick salt from the rim of my glass, adjust my skirt and uncross 
my legs.

But We’ll-see means nothing to this Phillip, because he 
starts right in again, as if Maybe were code for Yes. Was his 
mother a pushover? When I close my legs he whines, C ’mon! 
until I’m missing Seth who never had to whine. I zap Phillip 
with my lower-lip pout; when it doesn’t work I order, Chill!

Time out. Please don’t get me wrong. Never take me for a 
prude. Except for hypocrites, prudes have no choice, they’ve 
got to say No, while I generally tilt toward Yes. But I’m no 
pushover either, because I certainly enjoy indulging in a 
strong healthy No— especially nowadays. Depending on the 
personnel, No can be very refreshing. Long before a i d s , all 
the way back to puberty, I wanted to be someone who gets to 
pick and choose. Someone who gets to dress up, strut around, 
do whatever she likes. In other words, a slut.

Back to the chase. Slut, Phillip mutters, barely under his 
breath, maybe reading my mind. He turns the word rotten 
on his lips, insulting who I am.

That’s it. He’s through! I’m on my feet shouting, God 
damn right!, my hands on my hips like Betty Grable when 
someone’s gone too far. Then offl storm, out the neon-framed 
door of the Limelight Cafe, Ladies’ Night or no.

He’s after me in a flash. Slut, he says again, leering drunk- 
enly. Slut— audibly, sexily— as he grabs my elbows, drags 
me up the alley, pins me to the wall and presses sloppy kisses 
on my salty lips.

Pee-uuu! He reeks of booze. I pull away, trying to spit out 
the bad, but he’s Clark Gable having none of it. We’ll see
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alright, he croons, slamming me against the wall and ripping 
up my good leather miniskirt.

I beat at his chest but he’s too damn big. His hands, his 
lips, his knee in my crotch— all stacked against me. Unfair! 
The very thing that made me want to be a slut— the delirious 
possibility of choice— is what the world denies me through 
that name. As if to be a slut must rule out No as much as Vir
gin rules out Yes.

Phillip’s tongue fills my mouth like a gag, leaving me no 
choice but to bite. He howls like a dog and smacks me, movie 
style. We both taste blood. Slut, he says, his hand in my 
crotch, and kisses me again, for revenge.

The Mimis are streaming out of the Limelight. I hear their 
laughter coming through the door. I push against my captor, 
fill my lungs, and scream Help! with all my might. The 
Mimis’ earrings glint stars around their faces in the neon 
light. Help! Help!

Okay, what’s going on here? says the lead Mimi, striding 
toward us. It’s hard to see in this dark alley, but I know she 
has a halo of puffy hair, voluptuous curves, a turquoise top, 
and a no-nonsense walk. I hear the murmur of the others, 
gathering close behind her.

Just messing around a little, says Phillip, his hand stop
ping my mouth, his body pinning me against the wall as I let 
out a muffled shriek.

You okay honey? asks the second Mimi in a rich purr, 
resting a hand on my chilly arm. Oh welcome rescuer! 
Through my tears I see her brow fluted with concern.

Hey, you, says a third, let go. Then a flash of silver bangles
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in the dark, something swinging through the alley air, a 
thud— and: You gonna let go of her?

Inspired, I knee Phillip in the groin, then step out of my 
high-heeled shoes and break for the Mimis, filling the air 
with wild shouts of Rape!

Slut! returns Phillip in howling counterpoint, Slut! Slut! 
Slut!

The birth of Sluts against Rape.
Now the Mimis are on him. Hold it, he says. Hold it a 

minute. She wanted it. But his voice, full of contempt, 
gradually weakens as his litany fails to faze the future Sluts 
against Rape. She was begging for it, he explains, she’s got a 
wild streak, look— (he cups his crotch)— she put her hand on 
my cock.

The Mimis laugh.
Stop! begs Phillip, crouched on the ground.
The Mimis stop their furious tickling, pull him to his feet.
Feebly he resumes his defense: Who you going to believe, 

her or me? She’s a lousy mother, a baby killer, a bad woman, a 
dirty slut—

Watch it, warns the lead Mimi, taking an ominous step in 
his direction— and he shields his body with his arms as they 
prepare to turn him over to me.

I’m a bookkeeping assistant; here’s my bottom line. When 
a slut says Yes she means Yes, when she says Maybe she means 
Maybe, and when she says No she means No.

After I’ve made my point I nod to the Mimis and we let 
him go.

On Ladies’ Night at the Limelight Cafe we gather in the 
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dark back booths and tank up free. We giggle and plot, refus
ing any man on the premises. Fortified, we strut through the 
night, picking and choosing, or taking the law by the balls.

We’re expanding across the map. We’re gaining ears. In 
recent months our signs have proclaimed: Campus Sluts 
Against Rape, Future Sluts Against Rape, Senior Sluts 
Against Rape, Sluts United Against Rape.

Keep your ears open. Watch your tongues. You’ll be hear
ing from us.
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Ismene*
by Susan Lew is

She misunderstood you.
You say:
it’s not her fault
That curse: a fun-house prison
of one-way mirrors,
her only view:
a mocking crowd of twisted selves 
to strike and shatter.
The deeper curse:
behind each crop of shards
another leering mask of self-destruction.
So Creon’s living tomb 
proffered less terror than relief: 
for once her blow hit home 
and quelled a life of torment.

What was your curse?
I know, most wretched 
of all:
to be one of thousands, 
to blend in 
if not belong.

*Ismene and Antigone were the daughters of Oedipus.
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Ordinary, in extraordinary times 
you adapted 
and survived.
Little has changed: 
pestilence and plague 
a world at war 
brother against brother 
a father acclaimed 
then reviled 
former glory 
become shame.
The burden of the small
is to continue
(lacking, as we must
the sensibility
of the privileged):
cloth must be spun,
quarrels mended
whether greatness with greatness
colludes or collides.

As for your faults—
she was her father’s daughter,
you, your mother’s.
Without genius or pride 
surrounded by both 
you loved who was beside you 
more than principle.
Doglike, some might say; 
others, human.

G L O B A L  C I T Y  R E V I E W
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You lacked the spirit 
of impossible defiance.
Among thundering egos 
you curled into your silence. 
From a distance, pragmatism 
is despicable.

Alone among your kin 
you survived.
Or so I must assume 
who must imagine 
your unrecounted life.
I cannot doubt 
it wasn’t worth the telling—  
a life of work and waiting 
that commonplace exhaustion 
with nothing in its wake; 
not beauty or disaster, 
not even memory.

How lonely
to be old before your time. 
Enraged when you were jaded 
your sister flailed 
with heedless courage 
scorning the arms 
hanging at your sides.
Perhaps you lacked ego 
more than passion 
and so the taste
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for the grand gesture.
Her bold momentum 
disdained effect 
while your sole motive 
was result,
which she deemed timid. 
Blinded by pride 
her heart perceived 
more than reason, 
with penetrant emotion 
casting doubt 
on your high blood.
Yours was the laborer’s reaction 
to repeat injustice; 
hers, the indignation 
of the sheltered child.
With ancient patience 
you endured her taunts.
Your grandmother’s daughter, 
you extended to your sister 
the steady shelter of 
a mother’s love.

Forgotten
amid the sick confusion 
of your parentage, 
like a mother 
or a maid 
you were invisible 
to those you loved.

G L O B A L  C I T Y  R E V I E W
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Even now
your character hides 
in the shadow of neglect. 
Perhaps you are most easy there. 
Perhaps your story was not told 
because there is no need.

I,
among so many, 
am living it.
Now,
long since the unseen end 
of your outcast life 
I see
where you belong.
It cannot be too late 
to take you in.
I offer only 
what I can.
This shared space; 
recognition 
(less fickle 
than admiration); 
and,
most valuable of all—  
visibility
among the shadows.
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Demonstrating
from  L ik e  P eo p le  in H isto ry , a novel 

by Felice Picano

B Y  T H E  T I M E  W A L L Y  A N D  I H A D  D R O P P E D  D O W N  

the ramp and around to the front of Gracie Mansion the 
demonstration was in full swing. Camera trucks from three 
networks, two local stations, and a cable station with preten
sions had taken up positions as close to the action as pos
sible— it was some of their brights we’d seen from the 
Promenade. Their sight and sound crews, their equipment, 
their endless coiling snakes of heavy wire filled the gutters, 
swathed fire hydrants and threatened to trip up those senior 
police officers assigned to the first line. Behind them, across 
the street, several squads of riot police had been lined up, 
complete with helmets and shields and who-knew-what-else 
that constituted their fullest gear, but it appeared that espe
cially with all the media present and all the dignitaries inside 
with the Mayor— no one had decided whether they’d be 
used; behind their Fascist Newsreel drag, the men seemed 
relaxed, talking among themselves, fallen out of phalanx. 
The street they’d commandeered only after the demon
strators and TV Stations had arrived, was closed, all traffic 
diverted, except as it turned out, official cars from within the 
Mansion’s parking lot which were allowed to come and go.

Exactly as planned, seventy-nine of the demonstrators had 
then proceeded to disrobe until they were wearing only some 
sort of loin cloths (with matching top pieces for the women a
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la Raquel Welch in One Billion b.c.) then allowed themselves 
to be chained by cohorts all along the fence around the Man
sion, in positions meant to be reminiscent of the Crucifixion.

Several hundred more demonstrators had formed a human 
chain and were marching with the usual Silence=Death and 
Ignorance=Fear signs, being led in their chants by men and a 
few women who I knew from their yellow armbands were the 
demonstration marshalls, trained in civil disobedience to 
keep order and to interact with police if necessary and media 
if so fortunate.

Another group had chained themselves together to the 
front gates— which had been closed by the Mansion’s guards 
in a predicted panic when the place was first invaded and 
they were mostly sitting or kneeling around the gates, upon 
which a large cloth banner had been hung reading “Release 
The Funds And Save Lives!” The microphone I’d heard being 
set up was located here, and scores of demonstrators waited in 
line to stand in front of it and to say a name very solemnly—  
presumably of a relative or friend who’d died.

As Wally and I pushed through the wooden horses set up 
everywhere nilly-willy, someone in riot gear actually made an 
attempt to stop us. But another cop dressed in blues waved us 
through, saying to the other in true New York cynicism, 
“Two more! What’s the difference?”

In my growing excitement, I felt Wally hug me. “Isn’t this 
great?” he shouted into my ear so as to be heard over all the 
noise.

“Terif! Where do we go?”
“We’ve got to find Junior and the others.”
Someone laid a hand on me. I expected another cop.
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Instead it was a tall, balding gay man my age with nice tits 
prominently displayed in an ACT UP black t-shirt, four rings 
in his left ear, and a yellow armband— a marshal.

“Do you belong to an affinity group?” the marshal asked, 
and I knew from his tone of voice and self-important air that 
he was that type of homosexual Bob Herron had first and 
forever defined as A Very Efficient Queen.

“We’re looking for them!” Wally shouted into the v e q ’s 

ear.
I th o u g h t the v e q  looked fam iliar.

“You’d better stick with me. Lilly Law was taken quite by 
surprise by all this and she’s getting a little nervous,” the 
marshal yelled. He turned to me. “Don’t I know you?” he 
shouted in my ear.

I shrugged and thought what I need in all this tumult was 
to play what Alistair always used to call Fag Genealogy: com
paring lovers, boyfriends, tricks, jobs held, neighborhoods 
lived in, college, high school, junior high, and other schools 
attended right back to kindergarten and sometimes earlier.

“You do look familiar,” I admitted.
After all, how many gay men in their forties still remained 

in the city? Not a hell of a lot. Only a few weeks before, I ’d 
been walking around the upper West Side with a friend from 
my days as a textbook editor who’d gone off to northern 
Michigan to teach Chaucer and had remained there for the 
last several decades. He’d suddenly stopped at 72 nd and 
Amsterdam and said, “I’ve been here for a week. Where are 
all the men of our generation?”

“Dead!” I’d said.
“Come on!”
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“They’re dead. It’s a fact. There’s about six of us left.”
That being so, I ought to know who this one was.
“What’s your name?” I shouted into the marshal’s ear.
“RonTaskin.”
“Not Ronny Taskin from Vanderveer Avenue?” I asked.
“Now I know who you are,” he said, and swept me up in a 

hug. “I told Coffee I used to know you when your book came 
out. Where is he? He’d love to meet you. Coffee’s my lover. 
Thurston’s his real name. You know that old joke: like my 
men— black and strong and very sweet!”

Ronny Taskin! I couldn’t believe it.
“Are you still using Indian Clubs?” I asked.
His mouth flew open in surprise at my memory, “Not after 

the last one had to be surgically removed from my behind in 
the emergency ward!” He wiggled his rear end in emphasis 
and we both laughed at his joke. Then I grabbed Wally and 
introduced him to Ron and tried to explain who he was. But 
Wally was distracted, looking for Junior and the others.

“There’s hundreds of people here,” I told Wally. “We could 
join any affinity group.”

“We’ve got to find Junior and the others! I promised!”
He moved away into the crowd, and Ron found a slightly 

quieter spot among the wires of a CBS truck for us to talk.
“They’re so intense at that age,” Ron said. “You carry 

pampers?”
“I can’t believe you’re gay,” I said.
“As the Nineties. Or you! As a boy you were so butch it 

hurt. Bike racing champ, marble wizard. Solitary and brood
ing. I thought you’d ended up becoming a serial killer.”

That was an odd thing to say. I ’d always assumed I’d lived
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and died for social acceptance. “Me? You’re kidding?”
“Well, maybe until that incident with your cousin.”
A subject I didn’t feel like talking about. I deftly turned 

the conversation: “Do you ever see any of the others? Guy? 
Sal? What was the little prick’s name? Kerry White?”

“Died in ’Nam.”
My spirits began to drop. “Kerry? You’re kidding?” 
“Closed coffin. His mother freaked out at the funeral, 

demanding it be opened. When they did, all she found was 
dirt and a few charred bones. She went bonkers after that. I 
lost track of the rest. What about your cousin?” Ron asked. 
Evidently he was going to insist. “The Ineffable Alistair 
Dodge? If he wasn’t a baby faggot in training, I don’t know 
who was. He knew virtually all of David Niven’s lines from 
The Razor’s Edge and Laura.”

“He turned out gay,” I said, but now my spirits were plum
meting. “He’s here in town.” And since it was Ronny Taskin, 
I had to add, “He’s sick.”

Ron’s face fell into that set pattern we all know how to use 
by now to give and receive bad news. “How’s he doing?” 

“Not good,” I said, using the current euphemism to mean 
he was about to die. “How about you?”

Ron aped someone taking pills. “Five times a day,” he 
sang.

Meaning a z t . Meaning he was sick too. “Damn!”
“And you?” he asked, concerned.
“Don t tell anyone but I m negative . ”
“You needn’t be ashamed,” Ron said.
“I don’t know how it happened. I did all the wrong things
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with all the wrong people in all the wrong places at all the 
wrong times.”

“Someone’s got to escape.”
“I know. But it’s, well, embarrassing at times. Not to men

tion highly uncomfortable in existential terms. ”
‘“Me only Cruel Immortality/Consumes’,” Ron said, sym

pathetically.
“Something like that, ” I admitted.
“Let’s get together sometime,” Ron said. “I’m in the book. 

Under Ron Coffee.”
“I found them!” Wally said into my ear.
Junior Obregon, James Neibuhr and their buddies were 

on line with the others, waiting to say their special name into 
the microphone. Two of them were arguing over the name of 
a friend both had been planning to say. James was trying to 
calm them down. I saw a solution:

“You want names,” I asked, “I’ve got acoupla’ score.”
“You’re kidding?” Junior said.
“Got a piece of paper? I ’ll write down the first dozen or so 

that come to mind.”
That sobered them up a little.
I could see Ron Taskin among the group of ACT UP legal 

observers, a c t  u p  doctors and high ranking police officers. 
Leave it to Ronny to become a Mover and Shaker, even with 
four earrings and highly visible erect nipples.

I wondered again about what he’d said about me being 
brooding and solitary as a child. I thought I ’d worked my ass 
off to be just one of the guys. Serial killer, my foot! Since I ’d 
become a Buddhist, it was all I could do to kill a cockroach.
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And look at the tailspin Alistair’s request for deathdrugs had 
thrown me into.

“Do you know what name you’re going to say?” James 
asked.

Just then I was shocked to hear a woman I didn’t know at 
the microphone say the name Cleve Atchinson. Cleve used to 
be a fuck-buddy of mine back in the Seventies: a sweet boy 
from Kentucky I ’d lost track of years before. I remembered 
Cleve telling me in those ten or twenty minute periods be
tween sex and him getting dressed to leave that he was an art
ist and was trying to get accepted into the School of Visual 
Arts for more training. Since he hadn’t asked, I arranged to 
have a graphic artist I knew write up a completely bogus 
recommendation for him. I ’d never seen any of Cleve’s paint
ings and I never found out if he ever was accepted. Hell, I 
didn’t even know if he had any talent— besides his spec
tacular cocksucking. I’d left the city for a year, then Cleve had 
gone away and I never heard from him again. Naturally, I 
hadn’t known Cleve was sick.

Another page in my life erased, I thought, a page, an entire 
relationship I ’d probably never told a soul about. Without 
the young Kentuckian around any more did that mean in 
some twisted Lockean manner that my relationship with 
Cleve was now relegated to the purely empirical— just one 
man’s experience, forever uncheckable, doomed to un
reliability? And didn’t that make it tantamount to not ever 
happening? What about all those paragraphs and chapters 
others had filled in my life— Alistair most notably— would 
all that soon cease to exist? Was that what had made the past 
decade’s losses so increasingly horrendous: the knowledge
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that my life was being reduced before my eyes from the richly 
detailed Victorian triple-decker we all supposedly carry, nar
rowed down to a mere chapbook, a pamphlet of few pages 
with decreasing print and wide white margins spelling out a 
single unclear thesis, accompanied by a single sheet of foot
notes?

I had to tell someone about Cleve. Find something trench
ant and important about him and tell someone. What about 
Cleve had stood out? What had made him special? And who 
could I tell? Wally? Would he understand what I meant? 
What I feared?

“Well, do you know what name you’re saying?” Wally 
repeated James’ question into my ear.

“Give me a break, will you?”
“You’d better. Cause you’re up next!” Wally said.
He slid up to the microphone, took it in his hand and with 

those large sad brown eyes said the name of a graduate stu
dent who’d tutored him, added a few words about the man, 
and added his year of birth and death.

I was next. Jostled from behind by Junior Obregon, I went 
to the mike, gave my suddenly downcast lover a discreet pat 
on his ass— and I froze.

Well, I didn’t freeze so much as not know what to say. In 
front of me several of the chained-together kneelers and sit
ters had somehow or other recognized me. I heard my name 
being said by several to others, “Sssanssssarc!” I was wonder
ing how in the hell they knew me— the book hadn’t sold that 
many copies or been that widely reviewed— when Junior 
prodded me from behind, urgently whispering “Say the 
name, will ya!”
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So I said the first name that came into my mind, “Matt 
Loguidice. Poet. Nineteen fifty to nineteen eighty-five.”

And allowed Junior to shove me aside.
The look on Wally’s face told me what I ’d just done. As it 

registered and I began to move toward him, Wally turned 
away and vanished into the crowd. In my efforts to get past 
the bunch of them to Wally, I almost knocked over 
Reinhold’s distant relation who’d just gotten to the 
microphone.

I spent the next fifteen minutes looking for Wally, think
ing if I could just lay hands on him, stop him, I’d be able to 
explain that it was his own doing— he’d brought up Matt 
earlier— that I ’d said Matt’s name.

This was nonsense and I knew it. As I’d stood on line 
awaiting my turn and hearing all those names and dates, I ’d 
begun to feel this was in some weird way like the children’s 
religious instruction legend about appearing before St. Peter 
at the Gates of Heaven and saying the one word, remember
ing the single good deed, that would force those pearly gates 
to swing open. The truth had to be told: if  saying one name, 
remembering and honoring one person in my life could bring 
me celestial peace never ending, Matt’s was the name.

At last I gave up my search and wandered over to where 
Junior, Neibuhr, and someone new had taken a break from 
their own search.

“Did you find him?”
“He’s not here anywhere!” James assured me.
“What did you do to him?” Junior Obregon asked.
“Nothing.”
“You must have said or done something?” he argued.
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Evidently, Junior’s was that type of personality not un
common among homosexuals called “an injustice collector;” 
except that, altruistically, he seemed to collect injustices for 
others as well as for himself.

“It’s none of your business,” I said: the “fuck yourself’ 
silent.

Ever-fickle Fate chose that moment of my desperation for 
a reporter from one of the Networks to decide that I and only 
I could possibly be his On-Air spokesman for the event.

“Excuse me, Doctor Sansarc.” The newscaster pushed 
Junior and the others aside with blond aplomb and shoved a 
microphone at me.

“I’m not a doctor,” I retorted, surprised by his sudden ap
pearance with two cameramen, light meter people, and a 
sound woman who asked me to repeat myself.

Now, I ’d seen this character before. In fact, Wally and I 
used to speculate on the sexual proclivities of this young 
semi-Adonis while watching the Eleven O’Clock news, 
making up outrageous perversions that only someone so 
straight looking could get away with— bestial analingus, 
forced infant fellatio, etc. From this close, he was smaller, 
better looking, blonder, and he was altogether so ineffably 
clean-cut, I now doubted whether he’d ever touched himself 
while urinating never mind done anything as gross and vul
gar as masturbating.

Undaunted by my unfriendly tone of voice, he told some
one on his staff, “We can erase that.” He blocked me, faced 
the camera and said in an announcerish voice, “We’re at the 
huge a i d s  demonstration which erupted at Gracie Mansion. 
We’re speaking to the noted author and social historian
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Roger Sansarc who’s a participant.” As I wondered where 
he got all that from (Ron? An uncharacteristically spiteful 
Wally?), the newscaster spun toward me, shoving the mic
rophone under my chin, “Tell us, Professor Sansarc, what set 
off this extraordinary outburst on a night calculated to em
barrass the Mayor?”

With all these faggots, why me? I thought. Behind me I 
heard Junior Obregon whisper, “Go, man! You’re em
powered!” So I figured, why the hell not.

This is what I said: “Two million six hundred thousand 
dollars of money specifically earmarked this past year for 
nondenominational hospice and hostel care units for a i d s  

patients has not been used by the city. We’re here demanding 
to know why not, where those funds have gone to, if and 
when those funds will be released so our sick and dying can 
receive adequate care.”

That was it. He thanked me, still calling me Professor 
which was a fig newton of his imagination, and took off at a 
trot toward his truck, yelling orders and questions simul
taneously to his sight and sound crew. I took it I’d been suc
cessful and would be used later on the News.

“You were abso-fucking-lutely great!” Junior was jump
ing up and down, hugging me. Reinhold’s distant relation 
stood there agape, then seemed to come to and say, “You 
know, I thought you were bullshitting about having done all 
this before.”

Even Ron Taskin arrived to pat my shoulder and thank me 
for the good job— he’d been outside the truck’s open door 
when I ’d suddenly appeared on their video monitors being 
taped.
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Sure I was pleased. But this was light shit. I still had to 
find Wally and attempt to explain what I would never in a 
million years be able to explain. I still had to get to Alistair’s 
and stop him from taking those sixty-four Tuinals. And 
somehow or other I had to tell someone about Cleve Atchin- 
son. Why me? I was thinking as the group around me con
tinued its congratulations.

I was vaguely aware that Junior was trying to persuade the 
others to do something. He must have succeeded because I 
was suddenly pulled out of the crowd to a less populous sec
tion of the fence where two chained martyrs were being 
spoon fed what looked like Shrimp Ramen by a volunteer.

“I told them we don’t need Wally. You’ll help us do it,” 
Junior said very soberly indeed. “Now don’t say you won’t.”

“Do what?”
Junior moved aside to reveal what the third guy was also 

covering. Ic looked like another banner.
“This is Paul Sonderling,” Junior introduced us.
“Sure, I’ll help. Where do you want to hang it?”
“There,” Junior pointed to Gracie Mansion. “On the roof, 

hanging down.”
“Why not hang it from the Mayor’ s dick?” I asked.
“No, really!” Junior said. “We’ve got it all planned out. 

Except that Wally was supposed to help.”
“Was he?” Funny, I ’d heard nothing about it.
“Paul here knows someone who already set it up for us,” 

Junior said.
“This guy I met at The Jacks,” Paul said, naming a noted 

club for mutual masturbators that met once a week, “has 
been working for the company that’s been redoing the roof
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here. When I told him what we wanted to do, he said he’ d 
help.”

“The Homintern,” I mumbled.
“What?” Junior and Paul asked.
“Homintern!” I repeated. “International Conspiracy of 

Homos. That’s what Auden called us because we are 
everywhere and anywhere and only reveal ourselves when we 
choose to.”

“Right on!” Junior enthused.
“Well, anyway,” Paul went on, “my buddy installed hooks 

up there. Eight of them for us to hang the banner from. See!” 
He showed me how metal rings had been sewn into the top of 
the cloth. “So all we have to do is get it up there.”

“All?”
“He also left a rope coiled for us to climb.”
“Ninja Faggot Activists,” I sneered.
They took that in a better way than I’d intended it. Junior 

and Paul slapped hands high in the air, saying “That’s what 
we’ll call ourselves.”

“Did he tell you how we get in?” I asked.
“He left a company truck parked around the corner.” Paul 

showed me the keys. “The security guards here are used to 
seeing company trucks come and go. Once we’ve hung the 
banner, we’ll drive it out.”

“If we’re not shot first.”
“I told you he wouldn’t go for it,” James said.
“Was Wally really supposed to do it?” I had to know.
“You kidding? He helped plan it. And we need four 

people!”
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“Four dedicated, committed people who won’t rat on each 
other,” Junior said, but I dismissed that as claptrap. I was 
beginning to think something far more dangerous.

“We’ll be off the roof by the time it’s unfurled,” Paul said. 
“We’ll be back in the truck by the time anyone notices it.”

What I was thinking was that by joining them, helping 
them, stepping in for Wally, I would be reaffirming his com
mitment; and our commitment to each other. I knew this was 
false reasoning, specious logic, yet I also knew I owed Wally 
for saying Matt’s name. Maybe, just maybe, doing this semi- 
sophomoric deed would blast that away before it took hold in 
his mind and really imperiled what we had together.

As though reading my mind, Reinhold’s distant relation 
said, “Wally’ll be pissed off if this doesn’t come off. He was 
the brains behind it.”

The brains, huh.
But the idea of draping an entire side of Gracie Mansion 

with our banner and having all these self-important 
politicians coming out and seeing it, did have its attractions. 
It would certainly cheer up this crowd and give everyone 
something to talk about for the next week. And since I ’d al
ready usurped the position of spokesperson for the TV 
camera why shouldn’t that false position be solidified by ac
tion?

“I’m in,” I said, and raised my hand for a high slap.
The truck was where Paul said it would be. Even better, it 

had one of those double seat cabs for James and Junior to hide 
down in. Naturally, we were halted as we turned into the 
closed street, but Paul handled it easily.
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“Jeez! Look at all the Fags!” he said cheekily to the cop on 
duty.

The policeman attempted a wan smile. But it was evident 
that something at the demonstration— maybe the guy being 
driven offin an EMS Unit— had reached him. “Keep that talk 
to yourself, okay?” Then he added as though his statement 
required an explanation, “Captain don’t want any trouble 
here.”

“Okay! Okay,” Paul defended himself. “We just gotta drop 
off this crap,” nodding back to the partly laden truck’s 
flatbed. “Boss wants it before he arrives tomorrow. Otherwise 
I gotta get up at three a.m.”

For a half a minute it looked as though the cop on duty was 
going to have to go higher up for permission.

“We’ll be in and out in ten minutes!” Paul tried. “Fifteen 
tops!”

“Okay! Go!” the harassed policeman said.
As Paul had said, the mayoral security knew the truck and 

waved us in. We swung around the parking lot filled with 
stretch Mercedes and Lincolns, the mostly Third-World 
chauffeurs of the various mayors sleeping at the wheel or 
reading in dimly lighted front seats. Three were standing 
atop the roof of one limo, trying to get a better look at the 
demonstration.

“We’re in!” Paul exulted to Junior and James, huddled in 
back.

He parked as close to the building as he could get, then 
turned so as to keep one side blind to any observers among 
the chauffeurs. We all slid out of the car, Junior holding the 
banner, all of us trying to remain cool. I recalled something
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Goethe had written in Dichtung und Warheit about seeing 
three men talking hurriedly and moving furtively at night 
and how that always meant some mischief was about to be 
done. As usual Goethe was right.

No one stopped us as we approached the building. I was 
surprised by how large it was. I’d hoped to hear the multi
lingual sounds of the sixteen Mayors chatting inside, but 
everything in the immediate area was silent. The names 
being read by demonstrators were clear enough from here, as 
was the more generalized mass chanting of various slogans. 
But I was sure no one inside would hear them, since every 
window appeared to be locked. Only when the mayors had 
finished dinner and begun to drive out would they know the 
size and extent of the demonstration.

“Here!” Paul whispered. He’d found the way up to the 
roof. A shaky structure of hastily nailed together two-by- 
fours had been wedged into a corner of the edifice, but as the 
roofing work had already been completed, this construction 
had been half dismantled and no longer reached the top. Paul 
was first to ascend and the boards shook under him as he gave 
Junior a hand up. I lifted the banner up to them and followed, 
with James behind.

They’d found the coiled rope and I could barely make out 
their bodies as each shimmied to the roof eaves. Next to me 
on the scaffolding, James seemed to be shaking, or was it the 
two-by-fours shaking? It sure wasn’t me. Having already 
thrown my destiny to the Gods, I was completely calm. A 
minute later I began to thank my own sense of vanity for 
twenty years of upper body exercises: although older than 
any two of my co-mischief-makers put together, I ascended
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as easily and half somersaulted over the projecting eaves to 
find myself on the surprisingly wide lip of the roof.

“Where’s James ?” J  unior whispered.
I looked down. He was still clutching at the scaffolding. I 

was about to urge him to move his ass, when two policemen 
sauntered by chatting not a yard from where Reinhold’s dis
tant relation was trying to make himself invisible. I could 
hear their conversation: a slightly older cop telling his junior 
what he should never say to pick up a woman officer.

Once they were out of sight, James clambered up to the 
roof: rather awkwardly I thought. But then I ’d taken him for 
an athlete which he wasn’t. The hand I took to pull him over 
the edge was large, cold and clammy.

Paul had already reached the far end of the roof. He’d got
ten the banner unrolled lengthwise but it was still folded so 
just the top of the message was visible upon the slanted roof, 
readable only by literate insomniac birds and passing 
helicopter pilots. We would have to turn it over, attach it to 
the roof edge by fitting it’s metal eyes into the hooks left 
there by Paul’s masturbation-buddy, lower it— still folded—  
over the eaves and down the side. Only then could we oursel
ves drop to the ground and, using a pull-cord on each side, 
completely unfurl it.

Naturally the metal eyes didn’t exactly fit the hooks, 
despite infinite previous calculations. Then Junior Obregon 
discovered or just decided to admit to us that he suffered 
from severe acrophobia. He became so dizzy he had to lie 
down on the roof while James tried to help us and at the same 
time comfort him, until Paul said, “You guys better go. 
We’ll finish this.”
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He was fitting hook into eye from one end of the roof, I the 
same from the other end. This provided me with a 
phenomenal view of the surrounding area, including most 
notably the demonstration we’d just left across the lawns and 
trees and through the fence. Thanks to the media that scene 
was now so brightly lighted it took me a minute to register 
slight differentiations in the illumination as photographers’ 
flashbulbs going off. As Paul and I neared each other in our 
task, James was already helping Junior toward the edge of 
the roof we’d ascended, saying, “Now I ’ll go down first and 
make sure you don’t fall. Keep your eyes up. Don’t look 
down, whatever you do. Okay?”

It is to Junior’s credit that he merely said, “Okay,” though 
the strangled way it came out of his fear-riven throat sug
gested how scared he really was.

I looked away from them to Paul and moaned, “Some 
Ninja Faggot!”

“I read somewhere,” Paul said, “that the guy who threw 
the bomb at Sarajevo had a fear of loud noises! ” We giggled as 
we struggled to fit the final recalcitrant eye into the final un
bending hook. Once we could no longer see Junior’s head 
past the eaves, we crawled up the roofs slant a bit, then lifted 
the unwieldy banner. We were trying to be as quiet as pos
sible but a sudden wind rose and buffeted the long sheet of 
material like a spinnaker on an oceangoing schooner. Paul 
was almost swept off the roof, but the wind calmed down for 
a few seconds and we took advantage of the calm to manage 
the banner over the side.

We quietly slapped palms at our success. Then we threw 
down the two pull cords on either side, waited a minute or so,
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then headed down. When we looked over the side we 
couldn’t see Junior or James on the scaffolding.

I couldn’t believe they’d moved so quickly. “Where 
are they?”

“Back at the truck?” Paul suggested.
We climbed down the rope, having to work to retain our 

balance once we’d arrived at the by now really shaky scaffold
ing. Where were those policemen? Had they been doing 
rounds? Or just passing by? We’d have to be careful, maybe 
hide in the bushes. Paul showed me the shortest path to the 
truck, then said, “Crawl there if you have to.” He tossed the 
coiled rope we’d used to climb up onto the roof, saying, “Do 
I break balls or what?”

Now for the pull cords. The two had to be pulled simul
taneously. We might have only a minute or two after the ban
ner was unfurled to get the hell out of there, although because 
of the metal hook attachments, the cops would have to go up 
onto the roof to get it back down, which could take an hour, 
long enough for people at the demonstration to see the mes
sage— and for the media to film and comment upon it.

I held my breath as I slid along the brick lower wall of the 
building over to the pull cord. There it dangled. All clear. 
“Wally,” I said to myself, “I hope you appreciate what I ’m 
doing for you.” I took the cord, looked back for Paul, saw his 
hand grab his cord and— felt something very cold, very 
metallic and very circular nudge at the carotid artery in my 
neck.

“Hold it!” I heard a nervous voice inches behind my left 
ear. “Or I ’ll shoot.”

“Don’t shoot. I give up,” I said.
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“What are you doing here?” he asked. "Go on. Up against 
that wall.” Aloud he shouted, “I’ve got another one, Dak.”

I thought, Oh, hell! after all this, I ’m not going to let this 
fail now\ So as I moved toward the wall I pulled the cord with 
me. Hard.

Something up top snapped and my side of the banner fell 
with a loud shuddering thud like a ton of canvas.

“What the hell!” the cop shouted, falling against me. He 
almost poked a hole in my neck with his gun. “Get down! 
Down on the ground! What the hell’s going on? Down! Face 
in the dirt.”

As I was shoved down I saw my half of the banner unfurled 
and prayed that Paul would do the same. Seconds passed 
slowly, then I saw the other half come slamming down. Paul 
had done it. Once again, I felt the cop half astride my body 
jerk at the sudden noise.

“It’s a goddamn banner, Joe!” The other cop was coming 
over to us. “They were hanging a goddamn banner from the 
roof of Gracie Mansion!” His voice was filled with wonder 
and admiration. “Why not hang it on the Mayor’s dick? 
Come on, Joe, pat him down and back off.”

I no longer felt the pistol barrel in my back, but I did feel 
myself being expertly frisked.

“He’s clean,” my cop, Joe, said in what I thought was a dis
appointed tone of voice.

“Like the other two. Just demonstrators. You can get up 
now.”

I stood up and brushed myself off. Dak was the cop facing 
me. “Look, you’re trespassing and all. So we’ve got to arrest
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you,” he said. “You know the drill, right? You turn around 
for the bracelet. How the hell did you guys get up there?”

I shrugged.
Ten minutes later, I was being shoved out of the parking 

lot entry and into the open doors of a police van. I nodded 
back at Gracie Mansion, its upper floor covered by a banner 
reading “ r e l e a s e  t h e  f u n d s , m u r d e r e r ! ”

The nervous young cop who’d caught me saw his chance 
and rabbit-punched me. Admittedly he did it without much 
conviction but it was hard enough to send me sprawling on 
the floor.

“You okay, man?” Junior Obregon’s voice asked from in
side the van. “Pig fucker!” he yelled at the cop.

Even though they were also bound in plastic loops, Junior 
and James helped me to my feet.

The van door opened up again and there was Ron Taskin, 
all four earrings glittering, and with him, a cop and one of the 
a c t  UP legal advisors, who kept saying, “No one told me 
there was going to be an action tonight other than the fence- 
victims. Why can’t you people tell me in advance, so I can get 
the paperwork prepared and the facts straight? Is that so 
much to ask? Is it?”

Ron ignored him, looked at me and whistled, “Far fuck
ing-out, Rog!”

I took a bow.
“I’m simply going to have to call this an Unauthorized Ac

tion,” the legal advisor was going on, “and we’ll have to deal 
with it on that basis.”

“Honey, you can call it Jane Wyman, if you want,” Ron 
said.
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A few minutes later, the legal advisor and Ron were 
pushed away from the door by a female cop and the van was 
slammed shut and locked.

“We’re just going a few blocks to the precinct house,” the 
driver finally said out his window to where I assumed the 
legal advisor was still waiting. “Okay? That okay with you?” 
he yelled back to us.

“Thank you, Officer Krupke!” I said.
Despite his announcement, we sat there longer. I con

tinued humming the “Esurientes” and watched James and 
Junior settle down and begin nibbling at each other. I sup
pose they were finding their hands tied behind their back to 
be both a turn-on and a test to be gotten around, until finally 
James was leaning back on the bench and Junior was hover
ing over his lower torso, trying to open the front of James’ 
flybutton jeans with his teeth.

Now here, I thought, is a scene Alistair would appreciate 
in all its details and ironies. Alistair who had been present the 
first and only other time in my life I’d ever been in a police 
van. Alistair who... Ah, but there was the rub!

I thought about Alistair sending home all the party goers 
and tucking the White Woman into his chenille-covered bed 
with its yacht-helm motif back board; Alistair feeding 
Dorky a glass of milk and a few soda crackers and remaining 
to read a page or two of Anne Beattie until Dorky began to 
snore; Alistair blowing a final kiss and tiptoeing out, going 
to his bedroom and locking the door behind him, spreading 
out those Tueys, perhaps calling each of them by the name of 
a trick or boy he’d possessed, as he downed them one by one, 
all sixty-four.
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My Grandmother’s 
Crystal Ball

by Robin Becker

Each summer we left Philadelphia 
where our sweltering fathers swore they could drive their Falcons 

around the rim of William Penn’s fedora— a cast iron 
version of their own— gigantic and 

burning like a foundry by July.

Silver swells rolled forward like machinery 
all day on the beach where we ran, five girl cousins too old 

to be naked to the waist and wild as boys.
Late afternoon, the shadows of the great hotels 

painted the sand.

After dark, our grandmother told us, 
the water reached out predatory fingers and pulled 

children under. Holding her hand, I heard hot, Dionysian laughter 
rise from a blanket and saw the sandy, suntanned legs 

of girls who sprinted up the stairs,

outlined by neon ads for peanuts and piers 
that would, in a few years, disappear from Atlantic City.

I watched the sultry girls dash across the Boardwalk 
and drop to the street. My cousins yawned 
and my grandmother’s eyes met mine—
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as if she knew that I was already running 
with the wrong crowd, 

as if she could see me leaning 
against a polished bannister staring 

at a woman and letting her stare at me.
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What Will Become of Us
by Jo a n  K. Peters

I T ’ S E A R L Y ,  S I X  I N  T H E  M O R N I N G ,  W H E N  I W A L K  

my dog. The only people on the street are the ones who’ve spent 
the night there: the jabbering psychotic who lives in a refriger
ator box on one end of the block and on the other, the two pros
titutes who work the comers facing the Hudson River.

My dog is crazy about the prostitutes, probably because 
their hollering and laughing, often at our expense— which 
doesn’t bother him— create an air of festivity. And since, at 
times, one of them pats him when he charges over to greet 
them, I ’ve occasionally found myself chatting with them—  
about the weather, the dog, whatever has no bearing on the 
fact that they’re done up in sequins waiting for their next 
john while I’m in my oxfords heading for the library.

Being more or less acquainted, I can hardly rush by when, 
returning from the park, quickly because it’s freezing, I find 
one of them sitting on my stoop: the plum-colored man with 
the bouffant platinum wig. His coat is open and his skirt 
doesn’t cover his thighs, but he seems too preoccupied to 
notice the lashing river wind. In fact, he looks as if he’s about 
to cry.

“Are you all right?” I ask.
“I was robbed. Son of a bitch took my wallet. Almost two 

hundred dollars.” He snaps his face towards the river and into 
the wind. “I got to go home. I got to get to Brooklyn.”
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I believe him. For one thing, unlike the psychotic the pros
titutes never beg, and for another, he’s courteously presented 
his predicament instead of asking outright for money. And 
now I understand he’s been waiting for me.

“I have nothing on me,” I say. “I ’ll go get some.”
He thanks me and tells me how nice I am. The preoccupa

tion in his face becomes an obsequious gratitude, then almost 
a rejoicing. “I’m sorry,” he says, “I don’t want to bother you or 
nothing. My name’s Didi.”

My dog, whom I’ve barely managed to restrain all this 
time, jumps to Didi’s side with an hysteria reserved for his 
dearest friends. When Didi laughs, I find myself relieved. I 
almost want to say that I ’m sorry. And I am, of course. Sorry 
he’s had to spend the night in the street and that this situa
tion has humiliated him. But I just tell him my name and in
vite him in.

Walking through the doors to the lobby, Didi starts to gab 
as if we’re girlfriends. “I know I shouldn’t have gone with a 
street man. They always rob you. I must have been insane. I 
don’t know what the hell I was thinking.

I can’t help liking Didi. I even think about asking him up 
for coffee, but it seems particularly foolish after he’s just 
warned me against street men. Instead, pointing to the 
bench, I say, “Why don’t you wait for me there?”

A couple gets out of the elevator, looks at us and hesitates 
a moment. Because Didi is with me, they don’t dare say a 
word, even though they’re the ones who hung a banner on the 
railroad trestle, warning johns: “We take license plate num
bers and call your families!!!”

After my neighbors leave I give Didi my full name. “If
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anyone asks, just say you’re waiting for me.”
Didi sits down, touches the tip of his index finger to the 

bench, and says. “I ’ll wait right here.”
We both understand that people who make their livings 

in the back seats of cars aren’t welcome in the lobby and that 
my neighbors want him removed, but I don’t know what to 
say about it. For D idi’s part, he just assures me again, “I 
won’t budge.”

When I come downstairs with five dollars, Didi is so 
friendly that I can’t bring myself to just hand him the money 
and go, so I sit down. He thanks me. His eyes get watery. “I 
want to go back down South. My mother lives there. Ala
bama. It would be better. I can’t live in New York.”

This near him, I see the tiny pimples left from his close 
shaven beard and his adam’s apple pressing like a thumb 
against the threadbare wool of his turtle neck sweater. “Why 
don’t you go?” I ask.

“I can’t. The guy I rent my room from takes all my money, 
then I have nothing left.” Both of us know he’s lying. It’s the 
heroin talking. He has to say he would return to a normal life 
but for obstacles he can’t control. I ’ve heard him and the 
other guy cackling after someone from my building passes, 
someone with kids, or groceries, myself with my dog. Even 
so, I like Didi, his sweet manner.

“You’re not afraid of getting sick? O f a i d s ? Y ou could die.” 
“I know, I know.” He bites his lip, still shadowed in red 

from the lush mouth he painted there earlier. “I don’t usually 
come here. I hardly ever do this, but I needed some money. 
And the guy, the one I rent from, was so mad. Sometimes he 
hits me.”
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Lies. I see him almost every morning on the corner. “I ’m 
sorry,” I say. “It’s dangerous.”

Agreeing, he looks into his lap. His shame depresses me. 
His dirty clothes, the ridiculous wig, his heroin high, his 
lying words, and mine, which are so inadequate they can’t 
diminish the distance which separates us, or the shame and 
contempt I make him feel.

“It’s true. I swear,” Didi insists.
I don’t know why he stays. I don’t know why he cares what 

some lady in oxfords thinks.
“I have a job. I work in a bank. I ’m a security guard.”
A bank, sure. I smile because I don’t want to cause him 

more pain than he’s already had today and he seems desperate 
to convince me. My gaze falls on the muscles of his thighs 
moving underneath his fishnet stockings. Quickly, I cross 
one trousered leg over the other.

“Look, look,” he pleads, and rummaging through his 
purse, he pulls out a plastic coated identity card with a post
age stamp sized picture on it.

It’s him, Didi, in men’s clothes— a white shirt and narrow 
tie, his own hair, and below it his name: Alfred Thompson, 
Jr. His name, more than the photograph, seems like a tre
mendous intimacy. I want to say something, but we have no 
common language.

Again I look at the photograph: it is the face of a timid, un
certain man, but with a mischievous smile. I look at him, 
waiting, and wish I could, at the very least, put him at his ease. 
But I can’t think of how, although I’m wishing it with an in
creasing urgency that has taken me by surprise. Again, I study 
the smile in the picture, and after what seems like an eternity
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something does occur to me. Just a single word. The only 
word I can imagine saying in this moment. The only one that 
seems right, although it makes no sense. So right I can taste it 
like candy in my mouth. “Handsome,” I say, “handsome.” 

Didi smiles and we laugh. We are girlfriends again. “No!” 
he screams with pleasure. He slaps his cheek with one hand 
and my shoulder with the other and then for a moment we are 
actually flirting, my raised oxford pointed coyly to the floor.

Suddenly serious, he asks, “Do you really think so? Re
ally?” He’s looking straight at me.

And I find myself saying to him, this time speaking with 
my mouth, my eyes, my whole body, “Yes. Really.”
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